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Executive Summary  
The proposed project is a comprehensive business plan for a new venture, tentatively called 
Design House. The concept is a coworking space designed to be a resource for creative professionals 
located in Vancouver. It offers a workspace and meeting area that is well designed, trendy, comfortable, 
and inspiring. It is also a venue for design centric events, seminars, and workshops for the local and 
international community.  
Among the biggest challenges for a creative freelance professional is finding an inspiring place to 
work and meet professionally with clients. Creative professionals, who work from home, across multiple 
industries and professions, need a place to work creatively and collaborate with like-minded individuals. 
Current alternatives include coffee shops, libraries, and at home offices.  
The concept of coworking is quickly catching on in major cities in Europe and North America. 
Co-working is attracting many individuals from a range of professions looking to take advantage of 
shared workspaces. Design House is more than just an empty desk or office for rent. Not only is the 
workspace designed to appeal to the target market, it also has a resource library with resources such as 
photography books and a hands-on materials library that will be a valuable resource for a wide range of 
creative professionals. 
Target Markets 
The general definition of our relevant market is the creative professional working and residing in 
Vancouver. This customer is actively working in a creative role across various industries. Design House 
will initially target creative, freelance professionals between 25 to 45 years old working from home 
offices in the Vancouver metropolitan area.    
Marketing Approach 
The marketing approach will include generating awareness of the concept, workspace, and brand 
primarily through word of mouth and social networking. The feeling, experience and particular niche of 
the coworking space will be very different from what exists currently. Marketing efforts will rely more on 
social media and less on traditional advertising.   
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Technology and Operational Issues 
Technology used at Design House will be equivalent to any professional business office. Board 
meeting rooms will have screens, projectors, and conference call equipment. Operation needs will be 
limited to one to two administrative staff to provide support and answer inquiries. Sales, marketing, and 
event planning will be contracted out. Operation costs and overhead are kept low and flexible.     
The Team 
The partnership/management team consists of George Wang, Michael Jager, Annie Lemonni, and 
David Pao. This team has extensive experience and unique connections among creative, freelance 
professionals in Vancouver. George Wang is a highly sought after documentary photographer in Canada 
and brings a unique approach to various creative industries. Michael Jager is an internationally recognized 
furniture and interior designer with high profile projects across major cities in Asia and North America. 
Annie Lemonni is an accomplished graphic and web designer who owns a design firm that specializes in 
branding, image consulting, and social media strategies. David Pao brings his expertise in business 
development, marketing, and communications.     
Economics 
Highlights of the economics of the business are as follows: 
• Low capital requirement to get started 
• Low fixed costs 
• Relatively good gross margin 
Financial Highlights 
The business will breakeven at $179,515 of revenue, which will occur in month 11 of the first 
year. All revenue forecasts are based on 80% of full capacity for space rentals and event participation.  
Financial Need 
Design House is not requesting any additional funding as the first location will be funded entirely 
from operating partner equity.  
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THE COWORKING INDUSTRY 
Coworking is a very new and growing industry in the global environment. Coworking is a 
movement that is changing the way individual professionals and small businesses work. The industry can 
generally be defined as established workspaces designed for individuals and small groups to collectively 
work, do business, and collaborate in a shared community environment. New spaces are being established 
in cities all over the world with very few work spaces that are considered mature. The challenge of 
establishing a coworking space is not primarily in the actual physical space but in the development of a 
strong, sustainable community.   
The business is difficult to define because no two spaces are identical and the industry is new 
enough not to even have its own North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code. 
Coworking spaces could be classified as providing Business Support Services (NAICS 56141) and 
Education Support Services (NAICS 61171). Business Support Services could refer to temporary and 
semi-permanent office space rental. Education Support Services could include the provision of technical 
workshops and educational seminars.   
However, the coworking industry is much more than simply an empty desk for rent. Coworking 
spaces are essentially a shared workspace for people to work effectively, collaborate, and grow 
themselves and their businesses. A space is normally created by an individual or group of individuals who 
share similar needs. Often, a group of freelancers who want to share the costs of renting equipment and 
office space will find a way to leverage their collective needs. Coworking spaces often evolve organically 
and change based on the needs of the community using the space. 
Industry Drivers 
Sharing and collaboration 
Today, more small businesses and entrepreneurs are sharing ideas and knowledge than the 
generations before them. Without a doubt, the development of strong professional and personal networks 
can be beneficial to an individual or company. Collaboration between individuals and small groups can 
offer significant advantages over larger, traditionally slower moving companies. Working with others in a 
collaborative environment encourages professional networking and business development.  
As shown in Figure 1, the Coworking Pyramid of Needs illustrates the different attitudes, values, 
and needs of a potential coworker and how a coworking space can offer more than simple office services.  
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FIGURE 1 COWORKING PYRAMID OF NEEDS 
Eric van de Broek, the operator of La Mutinerie, a coworking space in Paris, created this pyramid 
of needs to highlight the true benefits of the coworking concept.1 It emphasizes that office amenities such 
as Wi-Fi, desks, and meeting rooms are essentially the basics and the bottom of what freelance 
professionals are looking for in a workspace. These items are easily duplicated and can be provided 
anywhere. At the top of the pyramid is the ability for a space to provide a creative environment and offer 
an active role in the community. These are the challenging services that are not easily copied and a 
critical part of Design House’s value proposition.         
Working from home 
There are an increasing number of professional individuals working from home offices or 
telecommuting. These could include individuals working for companies that do not have the physical 
space or have employees that need to travel long distances to get to work. It also applies to freelance 
professionals who work on creative projects from the comfort of their own home without the need of 
maintaining a separate physical office. Working from home may be comfortable, relaxing, and cheap, but 
it also risks being an environment that has some health-hazards2 and can gradually evolve into isolation 
and low productivity. Many professionals acknowledge the benefits of networking but either do not enjoy 
it or do not know how to engage in it. The coworking business concept solves the issue of isolation by 
                                                            
1 (Broek, 2011) 
2 (Erwin, 2009) 
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putting individuals in an environment where there is constant interaction with the other members of the 
community. Many coworkers have reported that joining a space has had a direct, positive effect on their 
individual business through the new acquaintances and connections they have made.3       
Cloud computing 
New technologies are improving the ability for work to be done remotely and through the 
Internet. Cloud computing is changing the face of the traditional office and the needs of the individual 
worker. Email and data no longer need to be hosted on traditional servers, making workers far more 
mobile than ever historically possible. An individual can begin work at one place and easily continue with 
the same task at a different location with little or no interruption.   
According to DeGuzman and Tang (2011), coworking spaces may differ in culture, amenities, 
design, and in-house rules, but ultimately share the same core values.4 As shown in Figure 2, the main 
core values of coworking spaces and coworkers are: collaboration, community, sustainability, openness, 
and accessibility.  
 
• Share knowledge and skills
• Increase creativity through interaction 
Collaboration
• Surrounded by like-minded creative types
• Sense of belongingCommunity
• Contributing to the local economy
• Spaces driven by social enterprises Sustainability
• Encourage open transparency
• Events and meetings where ideas are sharedOpenness
• Space to work that is financially affordable
• Shared equipment and facilitiesAccessibility
FIGURE 2 COWORKING CORE VALUES 5 
These values connect back to the pyramid of needs to illustrate why spaces exist and what 
benefits they offer to the community, local economy, business networks, and the individual space 
                                                            
3 (Foertsch, The 2nd Global Coworking Survey, 2012) 
4 (DeGuzman & Tang, 2011) 
5 (DeGuzman & Tang, 2011) 
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members. In addition to these core values, the Coworking Manifesto also talks about participation, 
friendship, learning, people, and value-ecosystem as beliefs and drivers of this industry.6 
Having an affordable, professional place to work and meet 
Among the biggest challenges for a new freelance design professional is finding a place to work 
and meet clients and colleagues. While many graduate from design programs around the world, they often 
end up working at either a coffee shop or at home. Neither is professional or sufficient for the needs of a 
creative professional looking to go to work inspired and to showcase themselves as serious contenders in 
this competitive industry. Coworking is a feasible, professional alternative to working in a coffee shop or 
from home. For some, it is a matter of saving on an expensive office lease while, for others, it is a 
solution for cabin fever. 
Collaborate with community at space (increase networks and develop new business) 
The concept of coworking is catching on quickly in major cities in Europe and North America. 
Shared spaces are rented out through a variety of economic business models to individuals looking for a 
place to work. Coworking attracts many individuals from a range of professions looking to take advantage 
of shared workspaces and become a part of a professional community. In the creative industries, it is 
important for freelancers and entrepreneurs to stay networked and connected to their peers and to find 
inspiration in the place they work. Having a close community of creative professionals from different 
industries can be highly beneficial for pulling a project together quickly and disbanding after it is 
complete.    
Success Factors and Metrics 
Despite their enormous appeal to the media and the blogosphere, many coworking spaces find it 
hard to cover their costs.7 Having space that is popular and community driven may still not be enough to 
make the business a success, and sustainable revenue and positive cash flow are still crucial. According to 
the 2nd Global Coworking Survey, the three main factors that help a coworking space succeed are number 
of members, age of space, and other sources of income. The success factors and metrics are shown in 
Figure 3.  
                                                            
6 (Karim, 2011) 
7 (Dullroy J. , 2010) 
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•Drives revenue and cash flow
•Covers monthly fixed expenses
•Measurable, quantifiable (Key Performance Indicator)
Number of 
Members
•Foundation of community takes time to develop
•Connected closely with number of members and events
•Maturity of community will increase exposure, loyalty
Age of Space
•Space operators  have other sources  of  income
•Coworking spaces often opened by several small businesses
Other Sources 
of Income
 
FIGURE 3 SUCCESS FACTORS AND METRICS OF A COWORKING SPACE 
While more spaces translate into more revenue, it is not always a necessity for success as smaller 
space with virtual members can also be profitable. Growth of the community in terms of age and maturity 
are among the key factors that measure the success of a coworking space.  
Number of members in a coworking space  
While there are no rules that dictate the size necessary for a coworking space to succeed, more 
members mean higher levels of revenue that can be used to cover fixed costs such as rent, employee 
wages, and other on-going expenses. While simply increasing the number of desks and recruiting new 
tenants seems like an obvious solution to cover operating costs, it has poses a risk towards the overall 
focus of the business. Surveys have shown that coworker attitudes towards large spaces are not positive 
and most prefer smaller spaces with less than 30 desks.8 Some coworking spaces offer virtual 
membership for non-dedicated spaces so that revenue can rise, but the physical space remains the same. 
Although coworking is about being a part of a community environment, having balance within the space 
is very important. For a space operator, it is important to find the number of members needed to establish 
a strong community and sustain the coworking space.   
                                                            
8 (King, 2011) 
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Age of space (maturity of community)  
Naturally as the space grows, the community of members evolves and matures. This will take 
some time as the members will help define the space. The longer the space is operating, the more time the 
community can develop naturally. Research has shown that spaces struggle in the first year, not only to 
become profitable, but also to capture the intended audience and community members. Every potential 
customer is unique and will be in a different situation. According to the Second Global Coworking 
Survey, 72% of cooperatively operated coworking spaces become profitable after two years of operations 
and the rate is even higher, at 87%, for private, commercially operated spaces.9       
Other sources of income  
Looking at coworking spaces around the world has shown that the majority of owner operators 
have other sources of income. Owners tend to be freelancers themselves and be an expert in a certain area. 
Many spaces are not established with the goal of lucrative profits, but rather to provide a mutually 
beneficial solution to a group of similar professionals. However, many spaces are successful and have 
become profitable sources of income for the operators. Having a secondary income or day job helps 
reduce the pressure of operating the coworking space and breaking even every month.    
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis 
Michael Porter’s five forces analysis is helpful to determine the relationship among competitive 
forces in a particular marketplace.10 Coworking is a new industry that is developing and evolving. The 
boundaries in which customers, suppliers, and space operators exist are somewhat unclear compared to 
old, more established industries.    
Bargaining Power of Suppliers 
Since the coworking industry is not reliant on raw materials or commodities, the bargaining 
power of suppliers refers to the attractiveness of the space to buyers in the form of expertise, 
environment, and community. Effective coworking spaces are essentially supplying a unique place to 
work where buyers can learn and extract value from the community of experts and people that make up 
the space. This expertise can materialize in the form of individuals and groups within a space. Some 
coworking spaces have “anchor tenants” that attract new, up and coming talent that simply want to be 
working near those companies. For example, The Hive in Vancouver has the local office of Mozzila 
                                                            
9 (Foertsch, The 1st Global Coworking Survey, 2010) 
10 (Porter, 2008) 
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Firefox, a prominent web development company that attracts local, up and coming web developers.11 This 
expertise brings a level of attractiveness to the space itself. While these anchor tenants are essentially 
customers themselves, they make a significant contribution to the quality of the community as a whole. 
Experts and potential anchor tenants are plentiful across all industries and would find a low cost, but high 
value opportunity in joining a coworking space. Table 1 below summarizes the bargaining power of 
suppliers. 
TABLE 1 BARGAINING POWER OF SUPPLIERS 
 
Bargaining Power of Suppliers Very Ugly Neutral Terrific
Number of NB Suppliers  Few Many
Substitute Availability  Low High
Switching Costs High Low
Threat of Forward Integration High Low
Contribution to Quality  High Small
Total Suppliers Cost Large Bit Small Bit
Supplier Profitability Small Large
Overall, the bargaining power of suppliers is moderate. There are no shortages of established 
freelance professionals in most major cities which are an advantage for the limited number of coworking 
spaces. Depending on the commitment to the space in terms of duration, switching costs can be high or 
inconvenient. For these suppliers, the coworking spaces offer substantial benefits that can increase their 
own profitability through new contacts and business projects.   
Bargaining Power of Buyers 
Although buyers are critical because they help define the community and space, their relative 
bargaining power in this industry is limited. Because coworking is a new, young industry, there are more 
potential coworkers in the form of freelancers and small business owners than dedicated spaces currently 
available in global industry.12 Once a buyer commits to a workspace, it becomes difficult and 
inconvenient to relocate unless there is a major problem with the space. Like the supplier side of expertise 
in the anchor tenants, the buyer’s cost of joining a space are low compared to the potential growth and 
increased profitability of their own businesses. Table 2 summarizes the bargaining power of buyers.  
                                                            
11 (HiVE Space Members, 2012) 
12 (Alas, 2010) 
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TABLE 2 BARGAINING POWER OF BUYERS 
 
Bargaining Power of Buyers Very Ugly Neutral Terrific
Number of NB Buyers Few Many
Substitute Availability  Many  Few
Switching Costs Low High
Threat of Backwards Integration High Low
Threat of Forwards Integration Low High
Contribution to Quality  Small Large
Total Buyers Cost Large Bit Small Bit
Buyers Profitability  Low High
Overall, the bargaining power of buyers is moderate. There are more potential buyers than 
coworking spaces available in the present state of the industry. Like suppliers, switching spaces can be 
inconvenient and costly. However, some coworking space operators are offering the ability to share 
spaces in other cities which could increase the mobility of the buyer. Some buyers may consider 
backward integration and start their own coworking space. However, this is a fairly low threat as most 
freelance and small business operators do not have the time and working capital to fund such an 
endeavour. 
Threat of New Entrants  
For new entrants entering a coworking space, the barriers to entry are moderate to high. While it 
is not difficult to renovate a space and equip it with shared workstations and office equipment, it still 
requires working capital investment, time to plan the business, and efforts to operate the space. For a 
working freelancer or small business, this may simply be too demanding a task to add on top of an already 
busy schedule. The other true test for entering the coworking industry is being able to build a vibrant 
community of professionals who can cowork effectively in a shared space. In addition to having the 
capital resources and will to operate this venture, having a solid connection to the potential community, 
both from the supply and buyer side is critical. Balancing the right supply of expertise, industry mixes, 
and effective community building is a difficult task. Table 3 summarizes the threat of new entrants.  
8 
 
TABLE 3 THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS 
 
Threat of New Entrants (Barriers to Entry) Very Ugly Neutral Terrific
Economies of Scale Small Large
Product Differentiation Little Big
Brand Identification Low High
Switching Cost Low High
Access to Distribuion Ample Restricted
Capital Requirements Low High
Access to Technology Ample Restricted
Access to Raw Materials Ample Restricted
Experience Effect Un‐NB Very NB
Overall, the threat of new entrants into the coworking industry is moderate to low. Opening a 
coworking space is a demanding endeavour that takes time, a capital investment, and resources. If the 
space can help a group with similar needs share resources and offset risks, then there is a strong potential 
for a working business that benefits themselves and others. However, unless the group has a strong unity 
of vision, shared goals, and willingness to operate the space professionally, it may simply be too much 
work that takes time away from their own, core businesses.   
Availability of Substitutes 
Competition from other places to work certainly exists, but the services and features of the 
business concept make it difficult to make a direct comparison. A coworking space, while costing more 
than working from home, offers features and benefits that cannot exist at a home office. A sense of 
community is one of the biggest draws for this business and is something that does not exist in many 
traditional work places. Many independent professionals may enjoy going to a coffee shop to do some 
work, but cannot say that the experience is completely free. According to analysts at Deskwanted, the 
average cost of renting a flexible coworking space is roughly the same as buying two cups of coffee a day 
at a café.13 In Canada, a non-dedicated desk can be rented for about $281 a month.14 Substitutes exist, but 
do not offer the same benefits and are not necessarily superior in value, all things being considered. 
Similarly, a home office, while lower in overhead costs, could result in many missed business 
opportunities that are worth much more than the average monthly cost of renting a shared workspace. 
Table 4 summarizes the availability of substitutes.  
                                                            
13 (Bonnet, 2011) 
14 (Bonnet, 2011) 
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TABLE 4 AVAILABILITY OF SUBSTITUTES 
 
Availability of Substitutes Very Ugly Neutral Terrific
Available Close Subs Large Small
Users Switching Costs Low High
Aggressiveness High Low
Price/Value High Low
Overall, there is a moderate to higher level of available of substitutes in the coworking industry. 
There are numerous coffee shops and generic office spaces available for potential customers. Switching to 
use these spaces is relatively low and may be more cost effective in some cases. However, the substitutes 
lack very specific features that coworking spaces can offer.    
Rivalry Among Competitors  
Competition between spaces is difficult to gauge given the newness of the industry. However, 
recent research has indicated that multiple coworking spaces in a city have a net positive effect on 
profitability versus a coworking space with no direct competitors.15 More spaces help increase the 
exposure of the industry and educate the public about the benefits of the coworking concept, which is 
beneficial to all spaces. Space operators and tenants have been quite open about the business and the 
industry and have given valuable feedback on why this change in the way people work has become so 
attractive. Many coworking spaces specialize in an industry and do not compete directly with each other, 
making it easier for the industry to grow. Table 5 summarizes the rivalry among competitors. 
TABLE 5 RIVALRY AMONG COMPETITORS 
 
Rivalry Among Competitors Very Ugly Neutral Terrific
Numbers of 'Equals'  Large Small
Industry Growth Rate Slow Fast
Fixed Costs High Low
Product Features Commodity Specialty
Capacity Increases Large Hunks Small
Diversity of Competitors High Low
Strategic Stakes High  Low
Overall, rivalry among competing coworking spaces is low. The demand is higher than the 
number of available coworking spaces. This type of situation is beneficial in the short term as new spaces 
help each other grow collectively. However, in the long term, if coworking spaces ever become saturated 
and niche spaces begin to overlap each other, then rivalry may increase.   
                                                            
15 (Foertsch, The 2nd Global Coworking Survey, 2012) 
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Summary of Five Forces Analysis 
Based on the framework of Porter’s five force analysis, the coworking industry has several 
attractive aspects. It is a very new, growing industry with few competitors and equivalent substitutes. 
Entry into this industry can be difficult, not from a capital requirements perspective, but rather because of 
the essential need to bring together the right mix of suppliers and buyers into a sustainable business 
model. Space operators definitely have strength in this industry as facilitators of supply, demand, and the 
overall exchange of information. Short term gains from this business may be low compared to other 
ventures, but the long term growth of a resource community can be substantial and evidence shows that 
most spaces become increasingly profitable over time.16 Suppliers and buyers both face similar 
limitations in their strength as switching costs between spaces is high (inconvenient) and the availability 
of alternatives is low. The existence of direct competitors actually helps increase profits for all players 
through meaningful collaboration and increased industry exposure.  
Vision of the Business  
The concept of Design House is a coworking space designed to be a resource for creative 
professionals located in Vancouver. It offers a workspace and meeting area that is well designed, trendy, 
comfortable, and inspiring. Whether they are aspiring photographers or well established interior 
designers, Design House will offer an experience that inspires creative individuals and brings the 
community together. It is also a venue for design centric events, seminars, and workshops for the local 
and international community. 
Work Space 
• It is a designed work space (hot desk) with resources (design library) for independent 
creative professionals  
• Hot Desk (non-dedicated) can be setup with internet access and other business services  
• Dedicated desks/workstations for semi-permanent tenants 
• Place to meet with clients (Meeting rooms) 
Design House is a space for people and businesses to work. Hot desks are growing in popularity 
in major cities all over the world and offer a professional, full-service business solution for independent 
freelancers, consultants and professionals who are not tied to the traditional office environment. A hot 
desk is essentially a temporary workstation that can be used by mobile professionals for a period of time. 
The desk is primarily a space where an individual or group of individuals can setup a place to work on 
laptops or computers quickly and efficiently. Hot desks normally have power, a work area, storage, and 
                                                            
16 (DeGuzman & Tang, 2011) 
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Internet access through LAN connections or wireless access. Hot desks give a mobile or freelance worker 
a space to connect their laptop and do some real work while having all the amenities of a fully serviced 
office.    
For individuals, working from home may be appealing at first, but can quickly lead to cabin fever 
from the lack of personal interaction. Creative professionals especially can suffer from the lack of 
motivation, inspiration, and collaboration with other like-minded individuals when working from home. 
At Design House, a workspace will have all of the basic necessities (wireless Internet, desk) for a 
workspace and more (business services).  
While other coworking hubs have empty desks and offices for rent, Design House will have an 
option of using fully equipped hardware and software. This is often important for the recent graduate or 
freelance professional looking to access the equipment they need in a timely fashion. High quality printers 
and calibrated post processing equipment are very valuable to freelance professionals who work under 
tight deadlines. Fully equipped, professional board rooms will also be available for rent. These spaces 
could be used for client meetings, or for brainstorming and collaboration.   
Spaces can be rented out in a wide variety of business models. Spaces can be rented out based on 
time (Hourly - up to 24 hours a day, weekly, and monthly). Membership plans with short to long term 
contracts are another possible business model. The challenge here is to offer as much value as possible for 
what is rented out. Desks with computers and software would be rented out at different rates than simply 
a plug-in desk. Temporary workspaces are attractive, not only to individual professionals, but larger 
companies, looking to setup satellite offices without major costs and overhead investments.  
Resource Library 
• A place to find information and inspiration 
• Books related to design can be leisurely read  
• Materials library that can be used for interior design 
• References  
While it is easy to setup a workstation, a way to offer inspiration to the creative individual/group 
is to offer an innovative design library. Design House will have a unique resource and reference library 
that can be leisurely used by members to find information and inspiration. This library will include books 
and magazines specifically for the creative professional. For example, the library could have reference 
resources for interior designers, graphic designers, and photographers. It will have a materials library with 
samples of surfaces and textures that are not found in a typical library. Many large architect and interior 
design firms have these in-house, but they are not available to freelancers or in public libraries. Creative 
12 
 
professionals in the Design House community can also use this as a place to showcase portfolios and 
recent work. The space itself could act as a gallery or exhibit space for local designers.  
Venue for Design Events 
• Design House will be a destination location where designed centric seminars and events are 
regularly held and hosted 
Another offering that distinguishes Design House from other coworking spaces is the regular, 
design focused events. These could be in the form of educational/technical seminars and workshops. 
Creative professionals are regularly looking to stay on top of trends, the latest technology, or simply have 
chance to hear a specific speaker talk about the latest design trends. Seminars and workshops will be 
professionally organized, promoted, and delivered to groups of 10-15 participants. In addition to this, the 
space could act as venue for larger, design events that serve the local community, corporate functions, 
design contests, and gallery exhibits. The design events would be a draw for all primary, secondary, and 
international market segments.  
Entry and Growth Strategy  
Design House proposes to enter the industry by opening a design focused coworking space in the 
west side of Vancouver. There are several spaces already located in Gastown, New Westminster, and 
Richmond, but this will be the first in the West End neighbourhood. Thirty percent of coworkers walk or 
bike to work.17 The West End of Vancouver has a very high level of foot traffic with a diverse 
community of young, urban professionals. The area has already has a strong sense of community with a 
vibrant mix of residential, commercial, retail, and entertainment venues. According to the 2006 Census, 
9.7% of the employed workforce (roughly 2,703) in the West End worked from home, with nearly 40% of 
the entire community walking to work.18 This data makes it an ideal location for a new coworking space 
outside of the Gastown community.    
The location will act as a starting point for the Design House brand and mark a first step in an on-
going evolution and growth strategy. Based on the success of the first location and home base, Design 
House is looking to expand into additional locations between the second and third year. Capacity of the 
initial and subsequent spaces will be limited by the boutique nature of the design and will be targeted 
specifically to professionals in the creative industries. Customer acquisition will be achieved through 
social networking and marketing in the months leading up to the launch of the space.   
                                                            
17 (Foertsch, The 2nd Global Coworking Survey, 2012) 
18 (Community Statistics Census Data - West End, 2006) 
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ANALYSIS OF THE MARKET 
The general definition of our relevant market is the creative professional working and residing in 
Vancouver. This customer is actively working in a creative role across a variety of industries. The 
purpose of the market research and analysis section is to outline the current state of the global coworking 
industry and to assess the potential of a new space in the Vancouver market. The website Deskmag is 
currently at the forefront of researching statistics and data on the coworking industry and has completed 
two annual surveys of coworking spaces worldwide. Growth of new coworking spaces has increased 
significantly in nearly all markets with no recorded decreases.19 Below is a list of key statistics and trends 
in the coworking industry.   
Global Market Size 
• New, growing industry worldwide. 
o 1320 spaces in beginning of February 2012 – 88% growth over previous year  
o 583 spaces in North America (46 in Canada);  
o 545 spaces in Europe.  
o Major concentrations are in New York, Berlin, and San Francisco.20 
Current Trends 
• More than half of the new coworking spaces are in cities with more than one million 
inhabitants. However, coworking spaces are also growing in smaller cities with one in eight 
new spaces opening in cities with less than 20,000 inhabitants.21 
• Coworking spaces have a high percentage of local users with over 30% walking or biking to 
the facility. Less than half of coworkers use cars.22 
• There are over 380 coworking spaces across North America with at least 30 in Canada.23 
• It is estimated that, based on the current number of spaces and their average member base, 
there are about 40,000 coworkers worldwide. 24 
The data here indicates that the global coworking industry is comparatively new and growing.25 
Over the past two years, spaces have increased substantially in several major cities and in smaller 
communities. The business concept is still young and further education for potential customers and the 
general public is necessary. Direct competition is limited and substitutes are difficult to directly compare.   
 
                                                            
19 See Appendix 7 for growth rates of global coworking spaces 
20 (Foertsch, 1320 coworking spaces worldwide, 2012) 
21 (Foertsch, The Development of Coworking Spaces, 2012) 
22 (King, 2011) 
23 (Foertsch, Coworking's steady growth: 820 spaces now active worldwide, 2011) 
24 (Foertsch, The Future of Coworking, 2011) 
25 See Appendix 8 for number of global coworking spaces in North America and Europe. 
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PEST Analysis 
The purpose of the following PEST analysis is to determine the political, economic, social, and 
technological factors that impact the coworking industry as a whole and in the Vancouver market. As 
shown in Figure 4 below, the PEST analysis has several implications for the coworking industry. 
 
Political
•Community 
development
•Job creation and 
small business 
develoment
Economic
•More entrepreneurs 
in global economic 
downturns
•Shared costs and risk 
for new busineses
Social
•Movement away 
from traditional 
workplace
•Growth of personal 
and professional 
collaboration
Technology
•Cloud computing 
and mobile 
technologies
•Online social media 
and collboration for 
projects
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Political 
The coworking industry has several implications that local city governments have taken notice of. 
Both coworking spaces and local governments share similar goals in terms of community development, 
job creation, and the growth of small businesses. Many coworking spaces, including Hive in Vancouver, 
are operated as not-for-profit organizations with various forms of support from government, such as 
subsidized space and funding grants for new startups.26 Many city planners are keen to optimize empty 
spaces in publicly owned buildings and coworking offers a solution.27 In Europe, 65% of coworking 
                                                           
FIGURE 4 PEST ANALYSIS OF COWORKING INDUSTRY
 
26 (HiVE Space Members, 2012) 
27 (Foertsch, The Development of Coworking Spaces, 2012) 
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spaces are privately operated by commercial companies; 13% are non-profits, 2% are run by public 
agencies, and 23% are operated as social enterprises.28  
Economic 
Coworking can be affected by the economic environment in several ways. Economic conditions 
can impact businesses of all sizes, whether through increased fixed costs or downturn in sales. Vancouver, 
now one of the most expensive cities in the world in which to live, has many challenges that businesses 
must address. Secure, well-paying jobs are harder to find and more individuals are establishing new 
ventures. In British Columbia, the rapid growth of small businesses is now becoming a major contributor 
to the larger economy.29However, many of these small businesses are challenged by working in a city as 
expensive as Vancouver. The rental rates for vacant offices in Vancouver have increased nearly 50% 
since 2006.30 Many new entrepreneurs struggle to cover expenses, such as printers, furniture, and 
administration costs, as they establish their business. Whether it is economic factors or the newness of a 
business, a coworking space can help individual freelancers, entrepreneurs, and small businesses share 
costs and collectively mitigate operating risks.   
Some economic forces that work against this industry could include the businesses not being able 
 even afford a coworking service. Small businesses may fail even under this organized community 
mply because there is not enough work out there. Like their tenants, coworking space operators are also 
all businesses and face similar risks. A major economic factor is the ability of the space members to 
yments. Many freelancers are limited in budget and often face challenges with 
 
Social 
From a social perspective, coworking started out as movement that literally changed the way 
eople work. The shift has primarily been away from the traditional, corporate office environment. 
orkers under 35 now view the dedicated, corner office as unappealing compared to the flexibility and 
mobility offered by coworking spaces.31 As with the core values of coworking, one major aspect of the 
dustry is a strong emphasis on social collaboration and the development of networks.      
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29 (Small Business Profile 2011: A Profile of Small Businesses in British Columbia, 2011) 
 (Markle & Bagan, 2011) 
31 (Lalorek, 2012) 
las, 2010) 
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Freelance workers and small business owners still may not be taken seriously in the professional 
industry
ls 
 ivers that have helped facilitate faster information 
uce small business costs, and grow the entire coworking industry.32 For mobile freelancers 
and entr
ng 
e positive and negative factors to be considered in the 
coworking industry. Coworking is inherently an industry that works primarily with independent 
freelanc
 
l support mainly for the economic and social benefits that it provides for the local 
communities. It is an active vehicle that is transporting the new, mobile worker and integrates seamlessly 
with the new technologies and business trends. Although there are many challenges in operating a 
. Coworking spaces may project a negative image and be seen as merely a lifestyle choice rather 
than a professional place of business. Furthermore, the encouragement of social connections and 
knowledge sharing may not always go smoothly if individuals cannot function together or simply 
compete against each other. Building a coworking space on paper seems easy, but community and 
individual behaviour can be very difficult to predict.   
Technological  
Cloud computing is allowing more mobile computing and collaboration between professiona
across various industries. It is among the key industry dr
transfer, red
epreneurs, the ability to access data and information from anywhere with an Internet connection 
has greatly increased the ability to work anywhere. Social media technology has also given substantial 
influence and the ability to evoke change to small groups that traditionally had none.  
While technology has helped mobilize workers, it could potentially make coworking spaces 
unnecessary. The increasing ability to be mobile may deter potential customers from committing to a 
dedicated workspace. If this happens, the business may need to redesign the layout of the coworking 
space to accommodate higher levels workers unwilling to make a long term commitment to a coworki
space.   
PEST Analysis Conclusions 
The PEST analysis indicates that there ar
ers and small businesses. The space operators, as small businesses themselves, face the possibility 
of low revenue streams and often need to bolster their space with other sources of income. Socially, 
building a community may be much more challenging than designing a functional space. 
However, these factors aside, coworking is a young, growing industry that is well positioned to
gain favourable politica
                                                            
32 (DeGuzman & Tang, 2011) 
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coworking space, the long term benefits are substantial with many new, unforeseen opportunities yet to be 
uncover
tial 
custome
 that 
ter Vancouver region. Clearly, the space operators 
fits of the coworking concept and were working with their own model to sustain a 
working
s 
ed.    
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 
Research for this business venture came mainly from primary and secondary sources. Primary 
sources included discussions with individuals and groups that could be categorized as poten
rs. Secondary sources included research data from journal articles, reports, surveys, books, and 
website articles. The two main objectives of the research were to find out the relevant fit for a coworking 
space in the Vancouver market and to learn more about potential customers and their needs. 
The first objective was addressed by looking for coworking spaces that already exist in 
Vancouver. While the industry is still young and growing, it was compelling to see three companies
have already established coworking spaces in the Grea
saw similar bene
 business. To better understand their specific offering, position, and strategy, all three were 
visited for direct observation and interaction with the space operators and their members. The protocol for 
each visit was simply to determine information about the coworking space and the benefits offered to 
potential tenants. In Table 6, the three main coworking spaces are listed along with their primary strength
and weaknesses.  
TABLE 6 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF COMPETITORS IN VANCOUVER 
Competitors Strengths Weaknesses 
The Network Hub 
 
- Established player in 
the Vancouver 
- Generic industry 
design 
coworking scene - Minimal focus on 
- Multiple locations creative community  
Hive Vancouver - Huge space  - Complicated fee based 
- Support from city 
(non-profit status) 
- Big anchor tenants 
(Mozilla) 
services 
- Focused on technology 
and professional 
tenants 
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StartupsXL - Multiple locations 
- Very simple business 
- Generic tech and 
venture start up focus 
offering 
 
ons in 
in the Vancouver coworking scene, with an established community of tenants. While their 
marketing messages suggest that they are positioning themselves as a trendy workplace open to creative 
 Most of the tenants were 
technolo
 The 
 
s in 
Vancou 35
 
ility 
 technology and professional firms, such as website developers and engineering. One 
nternet browser. This 
large, corporate business occupied a significant portion of the Hive, taking up a space that included over 
ding to the or, the presence of a h  such as Mozilla attracted 
many other young web development tenants who simply wanted to be close to that company. Like the 
The first space that was visited was The Network Hub.33 This coworking space was started by a 
group of web developers who had been working from home and wanted to offer a solution to other young 
entrepreneurs who needed a boost after university. The business is privately operated and has locati
Gastown Vancouver and New Westminster. Having been in business for over four years, this is definitely 
a main player 
entrepreneurs, the overall feeling was that of a generic corporate operation.
gy focused; for example, small architecture and engineering firms. Pricing for Network Hub 
seemed high relative to other coworking spaces and included additional fees for extra services.34
space was very quiet and interaction between tenants seemed minimal except in common areas. Network
Hub’s marketing and promotion strategy is heavily focused on press coverage and the benefits of 
coworking. The business has a very extensive blog and has been featured in many publication
ver and on global coworking websites.     
The second competitor that was visited was Hive Vancouver.36 This was a completely different 
coworking space, in that that it had one, very large space, located in Gastown Vancouver. Unlike the 
Network Hub, which only had about 30 spaces, the Hive had approximately 100 spaces and multiple
private offices for different companies. An employee at Hive was happy to offer a full tour of the fac
and explain the concept of this business. With support from the City of Vancouver and a full board of 
directors, Hive’s position is that of a non-profit organization dedicated to community and business 
development in the Gastown/East Vancouver community. Like the Network Hub, the majority of the 
main tenants were
very interesting tenant was Mozilla Vancouver, which helps develop the Firefox I
15 desks. Accor  space operat igh profile firm
                                                            
aph of The Network Hub 
r Pricing Structure  
t Us) 
3
34
3 See Appendix 5 for photogr
 See Appendix 9 – Competito
35 (The Network Hub - Abou
36 See Appendix 4 for a photograph of The Hive Vancouver 
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Network Hub, Hive V c, an worked 
mostly with headphones on and appeared to be lost in their computer screens. Part of Hive’s pricing 
strategy seems to be offering very wide array of product options. However, this appears to be a weakness 
ct d nts to 
fully comprehend.37 There see
customizable and even sim sim
faced.     
The third mai c itsilano. 
Like the Network Hub, this business is also a privately operated business that serves a very specific niche. 
he position and strategy of this business was clearly focused towards providing business services for 
new tec
ancouver had an industrial, generi d corporate atmosphere. Tenants 
as their pricing stru ure is very detailed and complicate
med to be very few standa
, and may be difficult for potential tena
rd pricing options as nearly everything was 
ply because of the direction the windows ilar desks had different prices 
n coworking space was StartupsXL lo ated in Richmond, Gastown, and K
T
hnology startups. There was very little interaction between tenants and most of the space was 
allocated to semi-private offices. Although they emphasized that the business was a coworking space, it 
seemed to fall more into the shared, executive office rental model. In terms of pricing, StartupsXL had a 
very simple pricing structure that offered small, medium, and large options that catered to the different 
needs of their tenants.38 Going back to the Coworking Pyramid of Needs, it seems that the only services 
that StartupsXl offers are the basics.39  
In addition to researching direct competitors, several substitutes were also observed for strengths 
and weaknesses as outlined in Table 7.  
Table 7 Strengths and Weaknesses of Substitutes 
Substitutes Strengths Weaknesses 
Home Office (substitute) - Free, no monthly rent 
charges 
- No community or 
networking  
- Not professional 
Coffee Shop (Starbucks, 
Blenz) 
- Free (no rent, but there 
are cumulative costs) 
- Social environment 
- Not professional 
- Inadequate facilitie
- Inconsistent 
availability of space
s 
 
Library (substitute) - Free - Not professional  
- Inadequate facilities 
 
                                                            
37 See Appendix 9 – Competitor Pricing Structure  
38 See Appendix 9 – Competitor Pricing Structure 
39 See Figure 1 Coworking pyramid of needs 
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As discussed in the coworking industry analysis, there are several pros and cons to working
home offices. Obviously, the greatest strength is the cost savings of not-having to pay additional office
rent; but the drawbacks are the isolation and lack of professional networking. Coffee shops, while provin
to be a popular place for young freelancers to work, still incur costs that can quickly add up.
 from 
 
g 
 
e 
nd 
g 
 
cern for the freelance entrepreneur. While substitutes may seem to be an obvious, low cost 
alternati
40 Direct 
observation of several mainstream coffee shops in Vancouver proved that most were actually difficult 
places to conduct business, particularly to have professional meetings in a consistently reliable location.
Specifically, during peak hours, with the high level of customer traffic, it was challenging to find a larg
enough workspace to conduct a meeting. Libraries, like coffee shops, mostly cater to current students a
lack meeting spaces and facilities to conduct business meetings effectively. 
A summary of the competitor and substitute analysis can be seen in Table 8 as well as the 
strategic position that Design House intends to occupy. The size of the space is important in determinin
how many potential customers could utilize a given workspace. Based on secondary research, most 
coworkers appear to prefer working in spaces with fewer than 30 neighbours and tenants.41 Pricing is a
major con
ve, there are still costs that can accumulate. Based on an analysis of global coworking rates and 
those of competitors in Vancouver, Design House will fall in the middle range of pricing structures.42  
TABLE 8 SUMMARY OF COMPETITORS AND SUBSTITUTE ANALYSIS 
Competitor/Substitute Size of 
space 
Price Industry 
Emphasis 
Customer 
Interaction 
Hive  100+ 
spaces 
Medium Tech 
industry 
Medium 
The Network Hub 25-30 
space 
High Tech 
industry 
Medium 
Home office 1-2 desks Low Various Low 
Coffee shop 10 spaces Medium  Social Medium 
Library  10-30 
spaces 
Low Various Low 
Design House 30 spaces Medium Creative  High  
 
The last two aspects analyz dustry emphasis and customer interactions at the 
l ative 
                                                           
ed were the in
competitor and substitute leve s. Despite marketing strategies and positioning as being open to all cre
 
re  
40 (Kwiatkowski & Buczynski, 2011) 
41 (King, 2011) 
42 See Appendix 9 Competitor Pricing Structu
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industries, all competitors in the Vancouver market seemed to emp
or, it appeared that cu
expected. Hive and Network Hub had substantially less interaction than
.    
The second objective of the research was to identify the needs and behaviour of potential 
custome
s 
o a 
be willing to pay for a 
collecti
The average coworker has many needs and wants that are unique. This is closely connected to the 
pyramid of needs and what is important to the coworker.  Looking at the attitudes of coworkers helps to 
av er. Coworkers hav need he attitude of 
rket segment. Overall, stome al, p d w  of a 
community. Many freelancers work from home, but feel th teraction is important personally and 
orkers alking over driving and want to be able to work close to home.45 
 many freelanc ift away from th al work nd structured office 
                                                           
hasize the technical side of the 
industry. Customer interaction
competit
 was more difficult to gauge. Based on d
ev
irect observation of each 
stomer interaction and community d elopment was less appare
 expected and at StartsupXL it 
nt that 
was almost non-existent
rs. The methodology for this objective was to engage potential customers through personal 
meetings, casual discussions, and direct survey questions. Between February 1 and March 15 participant
were individually interviewed to gain a better understanding of the characteristics and needs of the 
potential coworker for Design House. Four individual professionals responded with detailed answers t
survey that was sent to 10 small business operators in the creative industries.43  
Protocol for the remaining interviews was to be a casual and open format simply to discuss the 
way potential customers worked and what was valued in a workplace. The emphasis during discussions 
was not to suggest the specific business or reveal an intended pricing strategy, but rather to identify what 
types of services would be appealing and how much the interviewees would 
on of such services. Specifically, the issue of pricing was left open so as to not to lead the 
interview. In selecting participants, the criteria were a combination of recent graduates just starting their 
careers and professionals who had been working for some time. 
CUSTOMER ANALYSIS 
Customer Attitudes 
44
understand the potential beh iours bett
u
e wants and 
ble, an
s that reflect t
partthis ma these c rs are soci ersona
at social in
ant to be a 
professionally. These w  prefer w
What motivates ers is the sh e tradition place a
 
sponses 
rking pyramid of needs 
43 See Appendix 16 for local survey re
44 Figure 1 Cowo
45 (Lalorek, 2012) 
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environments. This customer i g b a ciates the nd flexibility of 
trol over their busin  perso es. 
lobal Cowor o orker d in the space and 
hat was important to them. The vast majority of coworkers surveyed indicated a positive attitude 
towards erall 
ix of 
referred 
bility to share knowledge. Recreational features such as video games and 
ping-po as the 
rs fail 
 
me as 
 
home 
mmunity and social networking. 
Coworkers are much more likely to be social and willing to put egos aside and work in teams, especially 
with other members. They contribute to the space and absorb 
knowledge from others. Geographically, coworkers tend to live nearby and walk to work, which reflects 
 and freedom.  
                                                           
s not lookin  for a 9-5 jo nd appre  freedom a
having con ess and nal liv
The 1st G king Survey sought to find ut what cow s wante
w
 the concept of coworking and the spaces they have been involved in.46 In addition to the ov
attitudes discussed earlier, coworkers specifically had preferences for the design of the coworking space 
and the amenities offered. In general, coworkers wanted small, interactive spaces with a balanced m
shared and private workspaces. Large spaces with over 50 people were not appealing and most p
spaces with 20-30 members.47 Internet access, printers, meeting rooms, and shared kitchens were among 
the top amenities identified. However, the most important need was a positive community, abundant 
human interaction, and the a
ng tables, common in many tech firms, were surprisingly not appealing to coworkers at all 
majority treated the space as a place of serious work and not a playground.48 In fact, many freelance
because of the wrong attitude and behaviours towards their own business, such as unrealistic expectations,
lack of organization, and procrastination.49 The attitudes and values of coworkers do change over ti
individuals grow and develop professionally and personally.       
Customer Behaviour  
With coworkers wanting control over their business and personal lives, choosing to use a 
coworking space depends on many factors. Coworking spaces offer a product that services several needs
for the potential coworker in terms of attitude, values, and situational conditions. The increasing number 
of people choosing to become freelance, entrepreneurs reflects the overall attitude that there are 
alternatives to working in a traditional office structure. More people working in coffee shops or at 
further supports the evolution of technologies that allow highly mobile workforces. Choosing to join a 
coworking space reflects the value that these individuals see in co
to collaborate on short term projects 
the importance of lifestyle
 
46 (Foertsch, The 1st Global Coworking Survey, 2010) 
47 (Foertsch, The 1st Global Coworking Survey, 2010) 
48 (Broek, 2011) 
49 (Martel, 2010) 
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The behaviour of coworkers has been found to evolve over time and eventually reach a maturity 
level. In the first year, most freelancers, who are new to coworking, choose to rent non-dedicated spaces. 
They may be entrepreneurs looking to acquire their first office space, but see coworking as a stepping 
stone. This may be a reflection of being at an early stage of business and wanting to keep their f
low. New freelancers and entrepreneurs may also travel frequently to find new business and simply not 
need the space all the time. Many coworkers have been found to use coworking spaces in multiple cities 
around the world as needed. Older coworkers who have been in business for some time or have gained 
experience with coworking spaces tend to prefer the dedicated spaces. Their businesses are certainly mo
established and they may even have employees. As co
ixed costs 
re 
workers mature and grow their businesses, many 
desire larger 
 
• Psychographics: Artistic, creative, proactive, social and community driven, seeks knowledge, 
d   
6 days a week 
 
or those who simply do not want the commitment of a dedicated workspace. They will sign up for the 
                            
spaces or move on to their own offices. Compared to the overall community of freelancers, 
coworkers generally tend to be more organized, proactive, and successful.    
Primary Target Segment ($500 level)   
Based on our analysis of customer attitudes and behaviours, and other secondary sources, Design
House’s primary target market will be established, creative professionals that run small businesses in 
Vancouver, working either from home or through temporary offices. These potential coworkers are 
looking to take their existing freelance or small business to a higher level professionally. Generally, this 
market can be defined as: 
• Sex: Male (60%) and Female (40%)50 
• Income: >$65,000  
• Age: 25-45 years old51 
• Occupations: Graphic designers, photographers, video producers, interior designers, bloggers, 
website designers, not for profit52 
• Description: Professional, successful, design driven, freelancer, may have 1-2 employees 
• Reason for joining: Need a professional semi-permanent workplace, convenient, professional, 
help contribute to community53 
business oriente
• Usage rate: 5 to 
Secondary Target Segment ($250 level) 
The secondary target audience will be creative professionals earlier in their business development
                                 
esses in British Columbia, 2011) 
 Global Coworking Survey, 2010) 
d, & Bacigalupo, 2009) 
50 (Small Business Profile 2011: A Profile of Small Busin
51 (King, 2011) 
52 (Foertsch, The 1st
53 (Jones, Sundste
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non-dedicated space and need only a shared workspace to do work occasionally. Generally, this m
can be defined as: 
• Sex: Male (60%) and Female (40%)54  
• Income: >$40,000 
• Age: 25-35 years old55 
• Occupations: Graphic designers, photographers, writers, bloggers, website designers, interior 
designer56  
• Description: Recent graduates, design driven, independent, freelancer, new business owners, 
travelers  
• Reason for buying: Get out of
arket 
 house, professional development, cost effective, convenient  
• Psychographics: Artistic, creative, innovative, lifestyle driven, world traveler    
ajor purchasing 
criteria for potential buyers. Design House is hoping to position its value proposition against the 
ories. Based on direct observation of the competition at 
their loc
hat 
nd 
tional space to rent, it can have a detrimental effect by taking away from the 
e largest space available, Design House is determined 
unity of 30 spaces and semi-permanent tenants to emphasize a 
                                                           
• Usage rate: 2-3 days a week  
Competition and Competitive Edges  
Potential customers for Design House currently have several options when picking a place to 
work in Vancouver. There are many substitute services and locations, such as working at a coffee shop, 
library, or at home offices. These locations are alternatives to a coworking environment, but the 
experience and value is completely different. As for direct competitors, there are a few established 
coworking spaces that also emphasize the social networking environment, but they have considerably 
different approaches. Some emphasize a vast working space, while others are heavy focused on tech 
industries. Each competitor and substitute has its own strengths and weaknesses.  
Our competition also has several strengths and weaknesses in terms of the m
competition and distinguish itself in several categ
ation, it is clear that the majority of the coworking spaces are catering to start-up companies in or 
related to the tech industry. The atmosphere is quiet in most spaces and lacks the vibrant atmosphere t
Design House will be offering. Coffee shops are a substitute, but generally lack the professionalism a
consistency of a more appropriate place to work. While size is a benefit to a coworking space’s revenue 
stream, in the form of addi
community atmosphere. Instead of simply having th
to keep the space limited to a comm
boutique environment. 
 
54 (Small Business Profile 2011: A Profile of Small Businesses in British Columbia, 2011) 
55 (King, 2011) 
56 (Foertsch, The 1st Global Coworking Survey, 2010) 
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Estimated Market Size and Sales Potential  
The estimated market share is difficult to determine because of the newness of this industry. 
nce run small businesses that have one to five employees, this 
 size of the potential market in Vancouver. According 
to BC Stats, micro-businesses with fewer than five employees accounted for 82% of the 391,700 small 
 and groups working in creative industries also are considered a part of business 
e e. Between 
ith the highest growth in computer and related 
Colum ome of the highest growth rates of self-employment in the province. This region 
 132,594 
self-employed entrepreneurs in the Mainland/Southwest region, which includes Downtown Vancouver.  
Business services make up 21.7% of the total industries covered, which means that there are 
28,773 individual, self-e
concept.  Even at maximum capacity, it seems unlikely that the current presence of coworking spaces in 
the city e 
le who 
Creative freelancers, in particular, are difficult to account for from a market size perspective. However, 
assuming that freelancers in our target audie
category can be used to determine the approximate
businesses in the province.57 This equals approximately 321,194 micro businesses in the province. Of this 
group, 222,500 were considered self-employed with no employees, or roughly 70%. 
Individuals
s rvices in the high tech industries, which are among the fastest growing sectors in the provinc
2007 and 2010, there were 263 new high-tech businesses, w
services, at 8.3%.58 Downtown V na couver, as a part of the Mainland/Southwest region of British 
bia, represented s
also has the largest number of small businesses, with approximately 59.1% or 231,000 companies. Using 
the percentage of micro-businesses (82%), there are roughly 189,420 in this region. If it is assumed that 
70% of these micro-businesses have no employees, that would mean there are approximately
mployed workers in this region. There are three major coworking spaces in 
Vancouver with available spaces ranging from 30 to 100 desks. An aggressive assumption would be that 
Vancouver has 400 available desks in coworking spaces. Assuming that the average dedicated desk is 
$500 a month, this would mean the current Vancouver market is worth roughly $2.4M annually in desk 
rentals alone. In 2011, an event called Freelance Camp was organized by The Network Hub, attracting 
over 200 freelancers in the city to discuss opportunities and provide information about the coworking 
59
is even closely servicing the potential market, with the vast majority either working from hom
offices, temporary rental offices, or coffee shops. In the West End alone, there are over 2500 peop
                                                            
57 (Small Business Profile 2011: A Profile of Small Businesses in British Columbia, 2011) 
58 (Small Business Profile 2011: A Profile of Small Businesses in British Columbia, 2011) 
59 (Freelance Camp - The Unconference, 2011) 
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work from home offices.60 Even if only half that number was included in an estimate, the sales potential 
could be up to $7M annually.61      
Ongoing Market Evaluation  
The development and growth of the Design House coworking space and community will be an 
on-going, organic evolution. Members of the community will be contributors to the future of the space 
and help determine its success. Design House will continue to stay on top of trends and remain at th
forefront of the changin
e 
g work environment. Coworking is a relatively new industry and has the potential 
to grow significantly in the years to come.  
rking spaces presently, but the growth of new 
spaces w om 
Space size, pricing, network emphasis, and atmosphere have been designed based on our market 
research  
variable expenses.  
ing 
                                                           
Vancouver may only have fewer than five cowo
ill likely increase in the years to come considering the population of freelancers who work fr
home and who would benefit from this type of business. Based on the growth rate of global coworking 
spaces and the low ratio of vacant desks to potential coworkers, it can be assumed that the Vancouver 
market will see several new spaces over the next two to three years. The concept will likely spread to 
accommodate niche coworking spaces and to suburban communities outside of the downtown core. 
Growth of spaces will likely be moderate because it takes time for communities to become established.   
, but will need to be fine-tuned as the business operates. Constantly staying in touch with the
community will be critical in understanding customer needs, buying behaviour, and preferences as Design 
House grows and expands as a business.     
THE ECONOMICS OF THE BUSINESS  
Determining a profitable and sustainable model has been a critical aspect in the designing and 
planning of this venture. From the beginning, the on-going questions have focused on the size of the 
space, number of space users and frequency of use, membership rates, and ability to cover fixed and 
Ratio Between dedicated and non-dedicated spaces 
In designing the coworking space, the appropriate ratio dedicated spaces to non-dedicated spaces 
was assessed. Several pricing structures were explored, including having hourly usage rates and provid
 
60 (Community Statistics Census Data - West End, 2006) 
61  Based on 1500 coworkers renting at $500 per month for 12 months 
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private offices. Originally, the idea was to have the vast majority of space open and available to walk-in 
traffic. Workspaces would be rented out by the hour with a few dedicated desks and private offices to 
create an even balance. However, based on the interviews and discussions we had with potential 
customers, it was determined that the majority of the users, roughly 80% wanted something semi-
permanent. This was further reinforced by similar, if not higher, ratios at spaces such as Hive and 
Network Hub. An analysis of the revenue and cash flow also confirmed that a higher portion of dedicated 
spaces would generate increased revenues through a more consistent and sustainable volume of 
customers. 
Private Offices for Rent 
Initially, private offices, such as those that Hive and Network Hub have, were considered a top 
priority. The anchor tenants, who typically occupy this type of space, would be a key draw to future 
tenants while providing the business with a steady, long term cash flow solution. However, the market
rates for a private office comparable to competitors and substitutes (generic office rentals in Vancouver) 
were less attractive than having more, dedic
 
ated, semi-private workspaces. Not only did the private space 
generate less potential revenue, it al  
 
 
ial benefits proved marginal. To differentiate from other 
coworking spaces, Design House will include meeting rooms, based on availability, for dedicated space 
members. This adds further value and fits with the overall strategy of having a simple pricing structure.  
Other Potential Revenue Drivers 
Several other revenue drivers were explored, but dedicated workspaces, non-dedicated 
uded in the start-up and first year of operations. The 
so took up a significant amount of floor space. The Hive has a very
large plot a real estate that can accommodate the physical requirements needed for private offices. The 
other consideration was that private offices, why appealing to some, took away from the community 
aspect of the coworking space. In the end, there were many reasons not to have private offices, but mostly
it came down to reduced revenue, increased physical requirements, and negative impact on community
environment.  
Meeting Rooms 
One reason why coworking spaces offer a higher level of professionalism is the availability of 
furnished meeting rooms. These play an important part for freelancers to meet with clients and for small 
groups to brainstorm new ideas. Renting out meeting rooms to members was considered as another 
revenue source, but an analysis of the financ
w ings inclorkspaces, and events were the main offer
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business is, however, community focused and designed to expand and grow with several other possible 
sources d 
e 
ess progresses through the first year of operations.     
of revenue that have not yet been considered. Other revenue sources could include hardware an
software rental, online directories, design contests, portfolio spotlights, post processing services, and 
packaged rates for international freelancers. A more detailed analysis of these revenues sources will b
explored as the busin
Summary of Main Revenue Drivers  
The main revenue drivers of the business and features are outlined in Table 9. Space rentals are 
divided between non-dedicated spaces and dedicated spaces. There will be a higher portion of spaces for 
dedicated users. Non-dedicated users can register to be a part of the community and are free to use 
available workspaces. These, lower level members also represent a revenue stream that is not entirely 
limited by the capacity of the space. Events represent a high potential revenue stream that can grow 
substantially given proper organization, planning, and promotion. 
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TABLE 9 MAIN REVENUE SOURCES 
Main Revenue 
Sources 
   
 Rate Usage Main Features 
Non-dedicated Spaces 250 16-25 
members per 
month 
- Membership to the community  
- Access to an available, open workstation  
- Access to shared kitchen 
- Open common area 
- Internet access (Wi-Fi and LAN available) 
- Use of meeting rooms 
- Participation in social and networking events  
 
Dedicated Spaces 500 20-24 
members per 
month 
- Membership to the community  
- 24/7 access to semi-private, dedicated 
workspace, storage lockers 
- Access to shared kitchen  
- Open common area 
- Internet access (Wi-Fi and LAN available) 
- Priority access to meeting rooms 
- Discount participation in social and 
networking events 
 
Events  250 12 
pants 
h 
- Range from $250 to $1000 for a half/full day 
session  
- Expert speaker or professional on design 
partici
a mont
focused topic (i.e. photography, interior 
design)  
- Professionally organized for groups 10-15 in 
size 
- Opportunity for anchor tenants (the $500 level 
group) to participate as speakers 
- Excellent professional career development 
focus  
Overall Attractiveness of the Business  
There are several aspects of the business model that make it attractive. First, the revenue streams 
in terms of product breadth and depth are highly flexible and can adapt as the business operates. The core 
revenue driver for dedicated space is sufficient to cover the fixed costs of the business while the other 
streams contribute to a positive cash flow and towards the overall margins of the business. The capital 
requirements to start the business are relatively low and there are no major inventory requirements. 
Estimated fixed and variables costs are presented in Table 10 and a breakdown of variable costs is 
given in Table 10. The primary variable costs will be for the events, seminars, and workshops that will be 
coordinated at Design House. Speaker fees for events are anticipated to be range from $300 for a half day 
session to over $1500 for a more prominent speaker. Materials for the events and other administrative 
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costs are included in the variable expenses. The sales and promotion of events are covered by the salaries 
  
FIXED AND VA BLE CO
Net Revenues 
204,000 
in the fixed costs. 
TABLE 10 RIA STS 
 
Sales & Marketing   
Drivers   
Salaries and Benefits  13,800 
Commissions % of Revenue 5% 10,200 
All other expenses % of nue 12,240 Reve 6% 
Total Sales and Marketing ,240  36
      % of Revenue 17.8%  
All other expenses % of Revenue 4,080 2% 
Total Research & Development   4,080
      % of Revenue  2.0% 
General & Administration   
Salaries and Benefits  26,000 
Depreciation  0 
Lease of computer hardware  4,000 
All other expenses % of Revenue 0 2% 4,08
Total General & Administration 0  34,08
      % of Revenue %  16.7
   
Total Operating Expenses  74,400 
% of Revenue  36.5% 
   
Allocation of Operating Expenses between:  
Variable  30,600 
Fixed  43,800 
Total  74,400 
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Event revenues are highly flexible and can be significant, depending on the speaker, duration, and
participant levels an
 
d are summarized in Table 11.  
 TABLE 11 VARIABLE COST BREAKDOWN
Variable Costs    
Workshop Charge per participant  $          250.00 100% 
 Number of participants 12  
 Less: COGS   
 Speaker fees  $          6 .00   00
 Materials   $          1    50.00
 Subtotal (COGS)  $          7 0  50.0
 Cost per participant  $             6 .50  25% 2
 Gross Margin  $          1  75% 87.50
Event revenues are highly flexible and can be significant, dependin he speaker, duration, and 
 estimates have been based on the lowest charge out per event, but it is 
 value events will happen once the business is in operation. For exam nt 
ely conservative at $36,000 per year.62 Design seminars and workshops can 
significantly higher rates, depending on the speaker, subject and 
nding on industry demands, organization capacity, and ma eting efforts events 
his revenue stream significantly. The main attractiveness and logic behind 
his revenue stream is not limited by the capacity of the space. Unlike dedicated and non-
edicated desks, which are essentially limited to the size of the space, events could be held at the space, at 
ce.  
ated Startup Costs 
ign, renovations, and labour 
costs. Since the focus on the business is design and inspiration, more attention has been allocated to this 
area. Website development and branding will be another major cost component.  The estimated startup 
costs are tabulated in Table 12.   
                                                           
g on t
participant levels. Revenue
expected that higher ple, eve
revenue forecasts are extrem
range from this estimated rate to 
duration.63  Depe rk , more 
could be held, increasing t
events is that t
d
other venues, and for a much larger audien
Estim
The largest portion of estimated startup costs goes into interior des
 
62 Based on one event per month and 12 participants at $250 
63 See Appendix 13 Design Focused Seminars, Workshop and Events  
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TABLE 12 ESTIMATED STARTUP COSTS 
Estimated Startup Costs  
Interior Design and decoration (materials and labour)  $    60,000.00  
Legal fees, professional fees and licenses (incorporation, 
ng, usiness license, etc.) 
 $      5,000.00  
financing/accounti b
Website development, branding, and marketing  $    10,000.00  
Working capital (Ope pment, etc.  $    20,000  rating cash, business develo .00 
Contingency   $  5,000.00    1
Total Startup Costs  $  110,000.00  
Overall Econom ic of Profit  
Design Hou venue drivers that tar nt. Fixed costs 
re relatively low co generate o tie up capital 
costs. T
nts.  
is primarily includes the cost of rent for the facility and 
employee wages. This means the business needs to generate $9067 per month in revenues to cover the 
f the dedicated spaces filled every month, the business can generate the 
necessa
h 
hanged 
during the year and a slow, but steady growth in sales revenue. The fixed costs of operations have also 
been estimated on the high-end of market rates, despite having a substantial discount for a first year 
                                                           
ic Model: Log
se has three main re get a specific market segme
a mpared to the potential revenue d and there is no inventory t
he space is rented, designed, and renovated to be an organically shared coworking space for 
multiple tenants, both dedicated and non-dedicated, including facilities for meetings rooms and eve
Revenues from space members will be used to help cover fixed costs. At $5500 a month, the 
business will require 20 dedicated members and 16 non-dedicated spaces each month to sustain the 
business. Based on estimated market size potential, marketing, and sales efforts, these targets should 
achievable within the first year of operations. This represents 80% occupancy; the business will be 
capable of accommodating 24 dedicated spaces and up to 20 non-dedicated spaces.     
The basic fixed expenses for the business include fixed operating expenses of $43,800 and fixed 
costs of revenue of $65,000 for the first year. Th
fixed expenses. With 80% (20) o
ry funds to cover the fixed expenses.64 If 80% (16) of the non-dedicated spaces are filled, there 
are additional annual revenues of $48,000.65  
Based on the estimates in the financial forecasts, breakeven occurs at revenue of $179,515, whic
will occur in month 11 of the first year.66  This estimate is based on having fixed costs remain unc
 
64 20 spaces (out of 24) x $500 x 12 months = $120,000 annual from dedicated spaces.  
 from non-dedicated spaces.   65 16 spaces (out of 20) x $250 x 12 months = $48,000 annual
66 Figure 5 Breakeven  
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startup. Specifically, this means that rent costs have been made using market rates for retail space rent in 
67 In reality, Design House will be negotiating a 
 a direct relations ce owner. This 
sks of start-up erations.    
ave been made with co ates, there are still 
uccess of the business. If the targets are not met 
three revenue streams, a delay in the intended breakev onths could occur and 
as salaries could be insufficient for the level of 
e the business to find other alternatives in this area.  
A graph
Position
ny 
the Downtown Vancouver core based on square footage.
substantial discount for the space based on having hip with the spa
advantage helps the business mitigate the financial ri and first year op
While the forecasts and projections h nservative estim
many risks and factors that could negatively impact the s
in any of the en date of 11 m
produce a negative cash flow. Fixed operating costs such 
sales and marketing needed which could also challeng
 of revenue over time illustrating breakeven is presented in Figure 5.  
 
FIGURE 5 BREAKEVEN GRAPH 
MARKETING STRATEGY 
 Statement 
As a business, Design House is positioning itself as an inspiring coworking space for creative, 
freelance professionals, operating a self-employed, small business in the city of Vancouver. The compa
will be differentiated from other coworking spaces in Vancouver by: 
 
                                                            
67 (Markle & Bagan, 2011) 
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• Design focused coworking space, 
• Simple pricing structure, 
• Community focused on building inspiration. 
Initially, Design House will target creative, freelance professionals between 25 to 45 years 
working from home offices in the Vancouver metropolitan area. Awareness of the concept, wor
old 
kspace, 
and bra
 
 
Customer  
Our primary target market will be established, creative professionals that run micro businesses in 
Vancouver, working either from home or through temporary offices. Our secondary target audience will 
be similar professionals, but either earlier in their business development or those who simply do not want 
the commitment of a dedicated workspace. They will sign up for the non-dedicated space and need only a 
shared workspace to do work occasionally. Most customers will be independent freelancers with a small 
portion who may have employees.68 These potential coworkers will primarily be involved in creative 
industries and will be looking to take their existing freelance or small business to a higher level 
professionally. Creative professionals could include individuals working in photography, website 
programming, graphic design, interior design, writing, and other creative arts. 
The primary customer is an entrepreneur in their mid-twenties to late thirties. Age is a factor and 
older, more established freelancers will likely be among the prim
ondary group. Globally, coworking spaces have shown that the ratio is 
roughly two-third men and one-third women.69 In British Columbia, self-employed entrepreneurs have a 
omen.70 As such, it can be expected that a large majority of the 
be males in this demographic. According to a recent study of coworker profiles, the 
majority n 
nd will be primarily through word of mouth and social networking. The feeling, experience, and 
niche of the coworking space will be very different from what exists currently. Marketing efforts will rely
more on social media and less on traditional advertising. The initial space for Design House will be 
opened in the West End of downtown Vancouver with the goal of expanding to other locations in the near
future. Expansion into other areas will depend on the success of the initial space. 
ary segment while younger, new 
freelancers will be among the sec
similar breakdown; 64% men and 36% w
initial customers will 
 have higher education levels, with 75% having completed at least a Bachelor’s degree, and ear
incomes above the national average.71 Even individuals with advanced graduate degrees are not 
                                                            
68
69
 (Small Business Profile 2011: A Profile of Small Businesses in British Columbia, 2011) 
 (Foertsch, The 1st Global Coworking Survey, 2010) 
70 (Small Business Profile 2011: A Profile of Small Businesses in British Columbia, 2011) 
71 (King, 2011) 
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guaranteed success and may eventually choose to leave the industry and find employment elsewhere. In 
loyees remain in business after five years.72   
t 
re 
arget audience tends to 
be proactive, organized, and professional, and takes pride in the efforts they put into their own business. 
well as to contribute to the community.    
ith 
eelancers and small 
business owners deeply
f 
 to 
have different offerings, pricing structures, and marketing strategies. Because of this, Design House is 
rently serviced.  
Canada, 70% of micro businesses with less than four emp
In addition to the demographics and professions, the target customer has particular attitudes tha
motivate their behaviour in and out of work. These individuals are highly social and value a sense of 
community. Specifically, they are interested in the human interaction, knowledge sharing, and sense of 
belonging that comes with a well-designed coworking space. This group believes in freedom, flexibility, 
and control over their professional and personal lives. The traditional office and 9-5 working hours a
unappealing to this group. Although this group includes many freelancers, this customer is professional in 
their attitude towards their work, their clients, and their business. As a result, the t
They join coworking spaces to learn as 
Company  
As a new entrant in the coworking industry, Design House will be positioning itself as a boutique 
coworking space that focuses on creative professionals in the Vancouver market. Design House has 
several valuable tangible and intangible resources that it can exploit to achieve a competitive advantage 
against direct competitors and available substitutes. These include having a physical space, ideally 
situated in West End. This neighbourhood already has a strong sense of community and is rich w
young, urban professionals who own their own businesses, work from home, and generally walk 
everywhere. The coworking space will be operated by a group of established fr
 involved in a wide range of creative industries.  
As with the global coworking industry, the city of Vancouver is relatively small in terms o
coworking operators. The concept of coworking solves several problems for freelance professionals and 
entrepreneurs operating small businesses and can be done through a sustainable business model. The goal 
of the company is to help grow freelance professionals working in creative industries in the Vancouver 
market.   
Competitors 
There are several competitors in the Vancouver market for coworking spaces, but all seem
focused on establishing a new coworking space that fills a void that is not being cur
                                                            
72 (How Long Do Small Businesses Survive?, 2011) 
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Collaborators 
Unlike most other mature industries, the newness of coworking helps facilitate collaboration 
through
 
 
and can collectively 
benefit from sharing costs and risks. Technology is constantly improving the ability for companies and 
o work on projects with speed and efficiency. 
d of 
a 
nals, 
ions 
n-dedicated spaces, and design 
focused ple 
r 
ith regard to product line length, the two levels of space rentals will only have one price point. 
Some competitors have different pricing points depending on the tenant, but Design House is focused on 
maintaining a simple, but effective pricing strategy.74 The product line with a deeper depth will be the 
events. Events can take the form
                                                           
 many channels, including direct competitors. Evidence has shown that the more coworking 
spaces a single city has, the more profitable all coworking spaces generally are.73 In addition to the 
possibility of collaborating with competitors, there are plenty of opportunities for Design House to work
with schools, local organizations, and governments groups to help foster career, community, and business
development.  
Context 
The behaviour of workers is shifting away from traditional office environments to more mobile 
workplaces. More people are becoming self-employed and starting small businesses 
individuals t
Marketing Mix 
Product 
The objective of the product design is to offer a simple but valuable service that fills the nee
the target audience. The strategy of the product design is to service two primary target audiences. As 
business, Design House is positioning itself as a coworking space for creative, freelance professio
operating a self-employed, small business in the city of Vancouver. Design House will begin operat
with three focused product lines in the form of dedicated work spaces, no
 events. This is relatively narrow product breadth, but the strategy here is to keep services sim
and easy to understand for customers and operations simple for the business. While there are several othe
potential product lines, these services will make up the core revenue streams of the business. Future 
expansion of services will explore additional product lines both in breadth and depth.   
W
 of educational seminars, workshops, and social events with a wide range 
of participants and pricing structures. Some social events could be priced low to attract larger groups 
 
73 (Foertsch, The Development of Coworking Spaces, 2012) 
rates as space tenants at Hive in Vancouver.  74 Some not-for-profits and charities have discounted 
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while technical workshops will be priced significantly higher but appeal to a smaller audience. Table 13 
shows the depth, breath and length of the product line. 
TABLE 13 PRODUCT LINE DEPTH, BREADTH, AND LENGTH 
Product Line    
Dedicated Space $500   
Non-dedicated Space $250    
Events Seminars Workshops Social events 
Future Product Lines    
Price 
The objective of the pricing is to offer a service that is competitive within the range of coworking
spaces and office rentals in Vancouver while providing the venture with a viable, sustainable revenue 
source. The strategy for the pricing is to be perceived as simple to understand and easy to see value.   
A potential customer’s willingness to pay was asse
 
ssed by three factors: the average price of 
coworking spaces globally, the average price of a coworking space in Vancouver, and the average price of 
ver. The Hive Vancouver is priced from $475 to $600 per month for a dedicated 
 24/7 access.75 The Network Hub only has shared coworking spaces ranging from $250 to $350 
per mon
ompetitive and 
generate
 
                                                           
office rent in Vancou
desk with
th and private offices starting at $750 a month.     
 The pricing strategy for Design House will be two tiered with a $500 per month level for 
dedicated workspaces and a $250 per month level for non-dedicated workspaces. These prices were 
determined by an analysis of the industry standard for shared and dedicated workspaces, office rental in 
Vancouver, and research gathered from direct market intelligence.76 Researching willingness to pay was 
difficult based on the natural tendency for interviewees to underestimate their price point. While most 
responded with pricing ranges that fell above the $500 target pricing strategy, Design House decided to 
offer prices similar to industry standards for an equivalent, dedicated workspace in Vancouver’s 
coworking industry.77 From this price point and revenue forecasts, the business can be c
 a positive cash flow. 
 Unlike the competition, Design House will not have customized pricing. This fits with the 
marketing strategy to offer an all-inclusive package of services with each product line. Key features and
services available at the coworking space will be all inclusive to the monthly membership fees without 
 
75 See Appendix 9 – Competitor Pricing Structure 
76 (Markle & Bagan, 2011) 
77 See Appendix 9 – Competitor Pricing Structure 
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any additional pay-as-you-go fee structure. The purpose of this is to simplify the customer experience and
focus on the community instead of being compared to a
 
 cell-phone provider looking to simply extract 
P
f the tions wil e to generate awareness among potential members, 
stakeholders, and the commu trate motion w aximum impact using 
r h visibility social media tools and online guerilla marketing tactics.    
Marketing and communication efforts will be highly focused at Design House to reach its 
intended
se. 
design a
 
 to generate awareness because of overall cost 
savings ers. 
 
 
e 
ials.  
sign 
community and having a professional place to work, meet, and network. 
maximum revenues.  
romotion 
The objective o  promo l b
nity. The s gy of the pro ill be to gain m
elatively low -cost, hig
 target segment of creative freelance professionals operating small businesses. The mission of 
these efforts will be to generate a buzz and attract potential tenants to become members at Design Hou
Key messages will be focused on educating tenants on the benefits of coworking and the emphasis on 
nd creative industries. Promotions will mainly be delivered through various social media 
platforms, including websites and blogs. Traditional print advertising will be considered but will be 
limited as the intended target audience will find the majority of their information online. Advertising in
newspapers and magazines is costly and limited to the readership of those media. Online promotion 
through a wide range of social media channels will be used
, connection to the target audience, diversity of channels, and vast potential of Internet read
Strategic search engine optimization and Google adwords will be used to further build awareness and
exposure.  
Sales promotions to attract members will be early registration incentives, community contribution
services, and design contests. Public relations efforts will include developing press releases and 
contributing to educational seminars promoting the coworking concept. Promotions will be targeted to 
various businesses, schools, and other community groups. Design House will leverage its in-hous
expertise in graphic design, photography, and videography to develop a highly attractive brand and 
professional promotional mater
The overall strategy of promotion efforts will be to target the creative freelancers’ niche. De
House is looking to appeal to an audience that values inspiration and creativity in the visual arts and 
technology. Key messages will be focused on being a part of a design oriented, knowledge sharing 
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A marketing budget is included in the initial startup costs and will be an on-going percentage of 
revenues. This budget will include hiring of a sales and marketing contractor to engage in personal sell
to recruit members an
ing 
d event participants. Specific tasks include educating and consulting for new 
mbers and users as well as event sales and promotion.  
Key cha
e from 
ion 
d 
fficiency and prevent potential overlaps and conflicts.  
rated 
 
 
e 
keting strategy. 
nce to 
nity first and not simply a 
corporate entity renting out empty office desks. This is not a business that simply provides office services, 
potential me
nnels of promotion will include:  
• Social media technologies (design blogs, Youtube, vimeo, facebook)  
• Google Adwords and SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 
• Grand opening launch party 
• Partner with similar businesses (other coworking spaces)  
• Advertise through other associations (design and film schools) 
• Target international language schools for potential customers 
• Video production  (EF international Vancouver) 
Promotional Tactics 
Specific promotional tactics will consist of direct sales and marketing efforts that will com
both the managing partners and sales employees. The firm will be responsible for providing informat
about the business concept, educating customers on the solutions provided, and assuring that after sales 
service to members are maintained. This is applicable to the primary market segment for dedicated an
non-dedicated space users. Events will have a larger target audience spread over a wider base. Promotion 
of events for this category will be delegated to a sales contractor paid through a salary and commission 
structure. These tactics will be coordinated and managed routinely as the business operates in order to 
maximize e
Another promotional tactic to consider will be to utilize the space users themselves. This is a 
business based heavily on the development of a community. Whether good or bad, the buzz gene
through word of mouth can have a serious impact on the brand reputation of the business. Design House
must be aware of the implications and potential drawbacks of utilizing online social media tools and
networks. A focused, social media strategy and policy must be developed that works together with th
overall goals of the business and mar
The sales cycle for Design House has been developed primarily as a reflection of the overall 
marketing strategy. Community development among creative industries is by far the most important 
differentiator of the business and needs to be emphasized at all levels of the cycle. From the experie
the relationship management, the focus of Design House must be commu
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but one
 
FIGURE 6 THE SALES CYCLE
 Sales Tactic
ing relationships with working professionals and 
design schools will be leveraged to further generate buzz and source potential customers. The goal will be 
to secur
 be 
the business and it will be important to have the workshops booked at near full capacity. Design House 
 that brings talented individuals and groups together and facilitates an environment of inspiration, 
sharing, and collaboration. The sales cycle is illustration in Figure 6. 
•Collaboration with design and international schools
•Community awareness 
•Social media efforts
 
Create 
Awareness •Test run with potential tenants
•Inspiring, design focused workspace and interior
•Casual, but professional environment and atmosphere
•Welcoming community that embraces customers to be a part of something 
d non‐dedicated work areas)
Customer 
•Place to relax (kitchenette, common area sofas) and work (dedicated anexperience
•Potential customer can speak with staff or space operators about membership levels, pricing, contracts
Close the 
sale
•Simple member registration application form and payment option (credit card for auto payments)
•Assistance setting up work area and space requirements
Build 
relationships
•Introduce customers to other tenants and their businesses
•Discuss ongoing event schedule and potential seminar opportunities 
•Add customers to database and online community 
• Invite member to new social events
 
s  
Initial sales prior to launch will be done through the operating partners of Design House. Each 
partner has contacts and connections with strong potential customers considering a shared workspace in 
various areas of the creative industries. Word of mouth and an active social media push will be important 
to securing the first anchor tenants for the space. Exist
e an initial group of tenants before launch so that when doors open, the business is already 
populated.     
Once Design House is open for business and tenants fill spaces, the on-going sales efforts will
focused on not only filling workspace but participation in events. The events are a key revenue driver for 
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has factored in hiring a dedicated sales and marketing contractor to actively promote the coworking space 
and the on-going events. 
PRIMARY RISKS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The primary risks have been identified in the previous analyses. The risks and the assumptions 
made in this business plans are summarized in this section. 
Revenue forecasts 
The revenue, sales, and growth forecasts have been made with very conservative assumptions. 
Research has shown that the demand for this type of space is high and the business is offering a limited, 
but desirable, environment in which to work. Despite this, all revenue forecasts are assuming 80% 
occupancy for all space and events.  
Cost of Events 
The variable costs of organizing and planning events is based on industry standard costs and will 
fluctuate mainly from speaker to speaker. While we expect workshops with higher profile speakers to 
command greater participation fees, all revenues from events have been forecast using a base $250 event 
fee, which is at the lower end of typical price points for professional development courses.   
Labour Costs 
Design House is offering a commission based contract to promote events and market the 
ill be a young, energetic event promoter whose sole purpose will be to fill 
going events. Administrative and support staff will be hired on a competitive, hourly 
wage. T
er and contractor. Similarly, website and marketing materials development have also been 
forecast
business. The contractor hired w
spaces at the on-
heir role will be to assist with the day to day operations of the workspace, manage tenants, and 
support any customer needs.  
Capital Expenditures 
The initial start-up costs for the store have been thoroughly researched. However, the materials 
and labour costs associated with the space renovation could vary depending on the design. Estimates have 
been based on the high end of market costs despite the significant advantage of having an in-house 
interior design
 using market prices. Having the website designed and developed in-house could make a 
significant reduction in actual costs.     
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Employees 
Administrative Support 
We are making the assumption that we can hire two part time staff for an hourly wage. This wage 
will be  
ation, and design of the space. This role will 
also be responsible for supporting memberships and account management.  
Sales and Marketing 
e 
he 
at the position will be filled by a younger, energetic event promoter 
who is enthusiastic and outgoing. The challenge will be to find the right fit and have driven, self-
yee.  
• Not enough participants willing to participate in events 
 House has conducted extensive research on the coworking movement internationally and 
here in a 
 of 
rt a positive cash flow, and increase the exposure of Design House. 
ts will come to the space for events and quickly learn first-hand what is happening 
at this c
e and 
utions is presented in Table 13. 
competitive wage compared to the industry average in Vancouver. Design House will be looking
to find an employee who is motivated by the location, inspir
This is a full time position paid by a base salary and bonus commission to promote events and th
space. Their key responsibility will be to drive participants to the events and fill the vacant spaces. T
assumption and expectation here is th
motivated emplo
Critical Risks 
The biggest risks that Design House faces that have been identified in this business plan are:  
• Not enough customers willing to pay for available spaces 
Design
Vancouver and believes that the business offers a significant value proposition that solves 
unique problem for several market segments. Filling space may seem challenging at first, but as the space 
grows and develops organically, word of mouth and social networking will spread customer awareness
the business. Holding educational seminars, workshops, and events is another revenue stream that will 
help grow the business, suppo
Speakers and participan
oworking space.    
The financial risks associated with the business typically revolve around revenue forecasts and 
cost estimates. For all of the financial statements, revenue forecasts have been extremely conservativ
variable and fixed costs have been increased substantially to be safe. Design House is not asking for any 
external funding outside of the operating partners and already has ownership of the location in 
Vancouver. A summary of risks and sol
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TABLE 14 RISKS AND SOLUTIONS 
Risk Effect Solutions 
Initial location in downtow
west sid
n 
e Vancouver is not 
ideal for this type of business 
Coworking space does not 
attract the intended clientele. 
Look at other locations in the 
Vancouver area or wait until 
an ideal location is found. Set 
a deadline for this task. 
Community is not functioning 
as originally planned or 
Some tenants may become 
dissatisfied and choose to 
Consider reorganizing the 
ratio of d
intended leave 
edicated versus non-
dedicated spaces or remap the 
entire space layout 
Unable to establish sufficient 
custome
Design House is not profitable Focus on increasing marketing 
r base efforts or pullout of market 
Business model is not working 
and not sustainable 
Loss of revenues and possibly 
members as well 
Stay flexible from the 
beginning and expect changes 
in the business model and 
marketing strategy 
Workshops not successful Poor attendance, negative Rethink workshop topics, 
impact on revenues speakers, pricing, recruiting 
efforts 
 
DESIG
sks before opening for business 
 
 workstations and shared spaces to be trendy, appealing, and functional.    
keting, and event promoter 
. Board 
ent.79 All workstations will have 
                                                           
N AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN  
The Design House team will need to complete the following ta
and operations:  
• The location is owned by George’s family so there is no need to locate premises and rent 
from another owner. We will need to identify and comply with building and city codes 
pertinent to the intended use of the space prior to renovation and design.78  
• Interior design and renovation (in-house) 
o This is critical to the overall feeling of the space and the customer experience. The 
design of the space must be inspiring to creative people and reflect the latest design
trends. 
o Design overall colour scheme, theme, and material usage.  
o Design
• Hire sales, mar
• Hire administrative support staff 
• Design logo, website, branding messages (in-house) 
Operations Plan  
Technology used at Design House will be equivalent to any professional business office
meeting rooms will have screens, projectors, and conference call equipm
 
78 See Appendix 11 for Proposed Layout and Floor Plan  
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Internet access and the entire facility will have high-speed, wireless Internet. Hardware and software 
ed workstations and offices will have professional, industry ipment. Operation needs 
dm ppor  
wi  co nd 
flexible.     
The partnership/management team consists of George Wan nnie Lemonni, and 
nsi c
r her in Canada 
approach to v ustries. Micha ognized 
furniture and interior designer with high profile projects across maj  North America. 
plish r with ng, image 
consulting, and social media strategies. David Pao brings his exper usiness development, 
arketing, and communications. 
ners will have an ownership portion of the venture that is equivalent to the equity 
Co
description for the administrative support position 
and sales/
the launch of House find the right fit for the company culture and 
busine strative support and entry 
u
ls and advisors in the form of legal, accounting, and business banking will be 
outsour
equipp specific equ
will be limited to one to two a
marketing, and event planning 
inistrative staff to provide su
ll be contracted out. Operation
t and answer inquiries.80 Sales,
sts and overhead are kept low a
Management Team  
g, Michael Jager, A
David Pao. This team has exte ve experience and unique conne tions among creative, freelance 
professionals in Vancouver. Geo
and brings a unique 
rge Wang is a highly sought afte
arious creative ind
documentary photograp
el Jager is an internationally rec
or cities in Asia and
Annie Lemonni is an accom ed graphic and web designe  extensive expertise in brandi
tise in b
m
Management Compensation and Ownership  
Ownership of the business will be engaged through a profit sharing basis so no regular salaries 
will be paid. Part
investment contributed.  
mpensation 
Design House will have developed a clear job 
marketing contractor position. These will be refined for use during recruitment efforts prior to 
the business. It is critical that Design 
ss concept. Wages will be competitive with industry standards for admini
level marketing ipos tions. Performance bonuses and commissions will be calculated based on sales as 
further incentive for employees. 
S pporting Professional Advisors and Services  
Professiona
ced. Existing contacts and referrals through networks will be utilized to find appropriate support 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
79 See Appendix 10 for detailed operational requirements 
age operations 80 See Appendix 12-13 for detailed front stage and back st
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for the needs of the business. IT services and systems administration of computer networks will also b
contracted out and included in the startup costs. On-going IT support will be contracted out, but 
requirements are assumed to be minimal.  
The organization structure is illustrated in Figure 7. 
e 
 
N STRUCTURE 
 
Space Operator and 
Community Leader
Business Development 
and Consulting
Administrative and Sales and Marketing Creative DevelopmentAccount Management
FIGURE 7 ORGANIZATIO
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Overall Schedule  
The overall schedule for the entire business cycle, from planning to operations, has been 
and is presented in Table 15. 
charted 
TABLE 15 SCHEDULE OF SLIPPAGE/IMPACT/MITIGATION 
Tasks 
 
Duration Probability 
of Slippage 
Impact to Mitigation 
Schedule 
Completion of 
Business Plan 
45 days Low High Focus additional resources to 
flesh out areas of concern, 
gaps in analysis 
Organize Financials 5 days Low High The business is being self-
financed by partners so 
timing is important 
Market Grand 
Opening 
25 days Medium High Increase marketing pushes to 
generate more buzz and 
coverage about the launch of 
the business 
Branding 10 days Low Medium Branding will be done in-
house with multiple 
revisions finished well in 
advance. Must be tied 
closely to overall marketing 
strategy.   
Design/Construct 
Interior 
20 days Medium High Design and construction 
done mostly in-house. Some 
work and labour outsourced. 
Always a potential for 
delays so work will be 
scheduled well before 
launch.   
Design Website 14 days Medium Medium Website design and 
programming done in-house. 
Initial website will be kept 
simple to meet launch date 
and left with potential for 
growth. It will be the 
cornerstone for online 
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Tasks 
 
Duration Probability 
of Slippage 
Impact to Mitigation 
Schedule 
presence. 
Interview staff and 20 days Medium Medium Leverage contacts in design 
community to find 
taff. Hubert and 
  
hire staff 
appropriate s
Annie will be acting as space 
operator onsite during initial 
launch and can take over 
duties as needed.
Test Operations 14 days m 
ill 
 evolve 
and grow with business.   
Low Mediu Delay grand opening if 
major delays occur, but w
expect operations to
Identify and 
mitigate issues 
7 days Low Medium Prioritize any major 
problems and address them 
as needed. 
Open for Business m 
 
f 
st 
Month 1 Mediu High Delays to grand opening 
must be minimal as it
impacts all other aspects o
the schedule and foreca
targets.  
Break even target Month 11 Medium Medium n target is not 
s 
   
If breakeve
reached as intended, asses
situation, look for gaps and 
other problems. Increase 
sales/marketing efforts.
Weekly Meetings  Medium Medium 
 and focus of 
issed, 
Regular meetings are 
important to ongoing 
operations
business. If any are m
important to reschedule 
quickly.  
Monthly Strategy 
Meetings 
 Medium Medium 
 
, 
Regular meetings are 
important to ongoing 
operations and focus of
business. If any are missed
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Tasks 
 
Duration Probability 
of Slippage 
Impact to 
Schedule 
Mitigation 
important to reschedule 
quickly. 
Monthly Financial 
Meetings 
 Low Medium ials must Meetings for financ
be conducted regularly. 
Professional accounting and 
financial advice will be 
outsourced.  
Financial Overview  
To ensure that thorough and viable financial planning has be ial 
implications and scenarios have been examined. Detailed financial state the 
 summa s exer cludes the poin
• Financials are viable given our assumption of new space tenants in the dedicated and non-
d well ing a st tream o
• The main variable costs will be related to the events. Higher value speakers will raise costs, 
but can also mean higher revenues for the event.  
• Owner funding will go primarily towards startup costs and capital expenditures for the first 
two months. Once tenants begin occupying the space, cash flow will be sufficient to help 
t th  
• If partners want some kind of immediate payback, perhaps the start-up costs should be 
structured as a shareholder loan – The partners could the erest 
payments.  By deferring these payments say for the first s could be 
 or cally by th 012. 
• The West End of Vancouver is a strong starting point w ducated, 
above average income households, individuals working f foot 
traffic.  
• The Vancouver market can easily support another coworking space as indicated by multiples 
ns ening in Gas  West ichm  
There will be no receivables – Credit cards will be charg ace members.  
                                                           
en completed, various financ
ments can be found in 
Appendix.81 A ry of thi cise in following ts: 
dedicate  spaces as  as deliver eady s f events.  
suppor e business. 
n receive principle and int
 5 years, new store start-up
funded gani e end of 2
ith a high proportion of e
from home, and high levels o
locatio
• 
op town, New minster, R ond, and Kitsilano.     
ed automatically for sp
 
81 See Appendix 1-3 for Pro Forma Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Cash Flow Statements 
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VRIO Analysis 
A VRIO analysis was performed to ensure that all risks and dentified 
and that the business plan is grounded in sound assumptions. A sum e VRIO analysis of 
ed t the conclus sis zed 
VRIO ANALYSIS OF RESOURCES 
opportunities have been i
mary of th
resources is present
TABLE 16 
 a ion of the analy  summari in Table 16. 
VRIO Resources Resource Type Example 
Tangible Resources Financial Firm has the ise  capacity to ra
equity 
 Physical Has access to a facility, heavily 
discounted rent and operating 
costs 
 Technological Has industry expertise in various 
design fields 
 Organizational Has effective strategic planning, 
experience operating new 
businesses 
Intangible Resources Human Experience and capabilities of 
managing partners 
 Innovation and High levels of creativity 
Creativity  
 Reputation Well known in individual, 
respective professions, but not in 
the coworking industry. 
Qu
 enable it to exploit an environmental opportunity. Design House has 
tal 
opport he 
for
ne esign House satisfies this need by providing a 
op 
the
creative industries and helping these freelancers and businesses achieve their true potential.   
The managing partners of Design House consist of a team of professionals that have unique skills 
n
ied goal of 
estion of Value 
The firm has resources that
access to both tangible and intangible resources that are valuable in exploiting a current, environmen
unity. Based on the market research of this industry, there is a significant opportunity to enter t
efront of the coworking industry in Vancouver. The customer needs an interactive community to work, 
twork, and develop personally and professionally. D
designed, community driven coworking space where individuals and groups can meet, work, and devel
ir businesses. Design House offers value by reducing the risk of operating a small business in the 
Question of Rarity 
a d experiences in a wide variety of creative industries. While there are many talented working 
professionals, it is not common for a group as diverse as this to come together with a unif
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creating a new venture. Furthermore, the team at Design House has access to a unique property in 
downtow
it at a significant cost 
 risk. Design House has access to valuable, in-house 
evelopment, a ng ms would need to outsource at high 
evenue foreca imates ar n House is 
negotiate favourable terms and conditions during the 
help mitigate much of the startup risk during the first ye
uestion of Organization 
Design House is spending a unt tively research 
the industry, market opportunity, business model, organization structure, and finances before moving 
rganization ed to explo m has in order to 
successfully maintain a sustained competitive advantage  business is not yet in 
perations, it is only assumed that it rga
Based on the VRIO analysis and questions, it is ources that are 
valuable and rare, leading to expectations of having a co east temporarily). Costs 
 due mainly to costs of starting up the business and costs associated with social 
complexity
ace 
s, 
all business owners. Design House offers two levels of community members and 
will deliver design focused events, workshops, and seminars for the surrounding community.    
rld with 
 
n Vancouver as well as the ability to raise the working capital needed for the business. 
Question of Imitability 
Other new entrants can imitate this business concept, but will have to do 
disadvantage and undertake substantially more
resources in design, d nd strategic planni  that other fir
market prices. While r sts and est e based on market prices, Desig
expecting to initial one year startup period. This will 
ar of operation.   
Q
 significant amo of time in the early stages to effec
forward. The business o is design it all of the resources that the fir
. However, since the
o  will be highly o nized and effective.   
evident that Design House has res
mpetitive advantage (at l
of imitation are high
 (social relationships not replicable). Organization of the resources is ranked moderate to high, 
meaning that the advantage is currently between temporary and sustained. If properly coordinated, the 
competitive advantage of the business could easily be sustainable. 
CONCLUSION 
The overall purpose of this business plan project has been to research and analyze the potential of 
opening a coworking space, tentatively called Design House, in Vancouver, British Columbia. The sp
has been designed to appeal to creative professionals located in Vancouver who are freelancer
entrepreneurs, and sm
Coworking is a new, growing industry that has begun to catch on in cities around the wo
several spaces already establishing themselves in Vancouver. Research from this project has shown a
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significant, untapped potential market in the Vancouver freelance community and has identified a s
that will appeal to the attitudes of these customers. Design House offers value to creative profess
ervice 
ionals 
 providing a community based, professional workplace to meet 
laborate with like-minded people. 
who work from home or at coffee shops by
contacts, network, and col
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APPENDICES  
Appendix 1 Pro forma cash flow statement 
  
Design House
Cash Flow Statememt
Years 1 to 5
($)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
   Net Earnings -25,760 50,684 58,229 122,111
   Depreciation 0 0 0 0
   Working Capital Changes
(Increase)/Decrease Accounts Receivable -30
188,711
0
,478 1,793 -26,045 -9,412 -27,888
(Increase)/Decrease Inventories -30,478 1,793 -15,495 -7,598 -22,512
(Increase)/Decrease Other Current Assets -3,672 216 -3,138 -1,134 -3,360
Increase/(Decrease) Accts Pay & Accrd Expenses 31,767 -1,700 27,301 9,866 29,232
16 3,138 1,134 3,360
70 43,989 114,967 167,543
INVESTING ACTIVITIES
   Property & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0
   Other
   Net Cash Used in Investing Activities 0 0 0 0 0
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
   Increase/(Decrease) Short Term Debt 0 0 0 0 0
   Increase/(Decrease) total  Long Term Debt 0 0 10 0 0
   Increase/(Decrease) Common Stock 1 0 200 200 200
   Increase/(Decrease) Preferred Stock 0 100 0 0 0
   Dividends Declared 0 0 0 0 0
   Net Cash Provided / (Used) by Financing 1 100 210 200 200
INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH -54,947 52,670 44,199 115,167 167,743
CASH AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 80,000 25,053 77,723 121,922 237,089
CASH AT END OF YEAR 80,000 25,053 77,723 121,922 237,089 404,832  
Increase/(Decrease) Other Current Liab 3,672 -2
   Net Cash Provided/(Used) by Operating Activities -54,948 52,5
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Appendix 2 Pro forma balance sheet 
  
 
Design House
Balance Sheet
Years 1 to 5
($)
Begin Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
ASSETS
   CURRENT ASSETS
      Cash 80,000 25,053 77,723 121,922 237,089 404,832
      Accounts Receivable 30,478 28,685 54,730 64,142 92,030
      Inventories 30,478 28,685 44,180 51,778 74,290
      Other Current Assets 3,672 3,456 6,594 7,728 11,088
      Total Current Assets 80,000 89,680 138,548 227,426 360,737 582,240
PROPERTY & EQUIPMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ASSETS 80,000 89,680 138,548 227,426 360,737 582,240
LIABILITIES & SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
   CURRENT LIABILITIES
      Short Term Debt 0 0 0 0 0 0
      Accounts Payable & Accrued Expen 31,767 30,067 57,368 67,234 96,466
      Other Current Liab 3,672 3,456 6,594 7,728 11,088
      Current portion of long term debt 0 0 0 10 10 10
      Total Current Liabilities 0 35,439 33,523 63,972 74,972 107,564
   LONG TERM DEBT 0 0 0 0 0 0
   STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
      CommonStock 0 1 1 201 401 601
      Preferred Stock 0 0 100 100 100 100
      Retained Earnings -25,760 24,924 83,153 205,264 393,976
Total Equity 0 -25,759 25,025 83,454 205,765 394,677
147,426 280,737 502,240TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 0 9,680 58,548
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Appendix 3 Pro forma income statement  
  
 
Design House
Income Statement
Years 1 to 5
($)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
NET REVENUES 204,000 240,000 471,000 552,000 792,000
COST OF REVENUE 80,360 89,000 175,840 195,280 284,280
          % of Revenues 39.4% 37.1% 37.3% 35.4% 35.9%
GROSS PROFIT 123,640 151,000 295,160 356,720 507,720
          % of Revenues 60.6% 62.9% 62.7% 64.6% 64.1%
OPERATING EXPENSES
   Sales & Marketing 36,240 40,200 65,850 89,520 115,920
   Research & Development 4,080 4,800 9,420 11,040 15,840
   General and Administration 34,080 38,700 47,840 52,640 61,440
      Total Operating Expenses 74,400 83,700 123,110 153,200 193,200
          % of Revenues 36% 35% 26% 28% 24%
EARNINGS FROM OPERATIONS 49,240 67,300 172,050 203,520 314,520
EXTRAORDINARY INCOME / (EXPENSE) -75,000 0 -75,000 0 0
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAXES -25,760 67,300 97,050 203,520 314,520
INTEREST INCOME / (EXPENSE) 0 0 -1 -1 -1
NET EARNINGS BEFORE TAXES -25,760 67,300 97,049 203,519 314,519
TAXES 0 -16,616 -38,820 -81,408 -125,808
NET EARNINGS -25,760 50,684 58,229 122,111 188,711
          % of Revenues -12.6% 21.1% 12.4% 22.1% 23.8%
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Appendix 6 Seats2Meet Coworking space in The Netherlands  
i ce 199984 
 
    
 
Appendix 7 Growth of Coworking Spaces s n
                                                         
rking Survey, 2012) 84 (Foertsch, The 2nd Global Cowo
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Appendix 8 Estimated number of coworking spaces globally in 201285 
  
                                                           
 
 
85 (Foertsch, 1320 coworking spaces worldwide, 2012) 
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Appendix 9 Competitor Pricing Structure 
Nextspace Model   Rate (min)  Rate 
(max) 
Duration  Comments 
Mailbox Membership  $          50.00   Monthly   
Café Membership  $        200.00   Monthly   
Workstation Membership  $        350.00   Monthly   
Office Membership  $        650.00   Monthly   
Enterprise Membership  $    2,500.00    Annual   
Hive Mode  Rate (min)  Rate 
(max) 
Duration  Comments 
Community Membership  $          10.00   Monthly Discount on pay per use services 
Permanent Desk   $        475.00  $     
600.00  
Monthly Minimum 12 month lease, rate 
based on location, lots of additional 
upgrade options, includes setup 
fees 
Hot Desks  $             
7.00  
  Hourly  Drop in rate 
Hive 5-80  $          25.00  $     
350.00  
Monthly Minimum 6 month contract, rates 
based on hours per month (5-80 
hours), bulk rates available, sharing 
available 
Large Meeting Room  $          25.00  $        
40.00  
Hourly  Rates based on daytime and night 
time hours, for profit and non-profit 
status 
Small Meeting Room  $          15.00  $        Hourly 
30.00  
 Rates based on daytime and night 
time hours, for profit and non-profit 
status 
Small Event Space  $          40.00  $        
90.00  
Hourly  Rates based on daytime and night 
time hours, for profit and non-profit 
status 
Other Services       Projector, screen rental, storage 
space, copies, prints, fax 
Network Hub  Rate (min)  Rate 
(max) 
Duration  Comments 
Hot Desk  $             
5.00  
  Hourly Daily maximum is $35.00, hours 
from 9-5pm.  
Coworking space   $        250.00  $     
350.00  
Monthly   
Private Office   $        750.00  $  
1,350.00  
Monthly Fully furnished private offices from 
100-360sq ft. 
Meeting Room  $          25.00  $        
35.00  
Hourly Rates based on daytime and 
evening with $280 flat weekend 
rate 
Event Space  $        350.00   Weekend Flat weekend rate between 9-5pm, 
additional $95/hour after 5pm 
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Mailbox Rental  $          25.00   Monthly   
Mail Forwarding  $          45.00   Monthly   
Phone Answering  $          50.00 
  
 $     
185.00
Monthly   
Service Bundle  $        100.00  $     
5.00  13
Monthly   
Affinity Lab  Rate (min)  Rate 
(max) 
Duration  Comments 
Full Member  $        895.00   Monthly M
ac
in 3 months, up to 4 people, 24/7 
cess, 100 sqft desk space 
Shared Member  s, up to 3 people, 24/7  $        525.00   Monthly Min 3 month
access, 100 sqft desk space 
Virtual member  $        325.00   Monthly   
StartupsXL  Rate (min)  Rate 
(max) 
Duration  Comments 
Small   $        300.00   Monthly   
Medium   $        750.00    Monthly 3 month term
Large  950.00   Monthly 3 month term  $       
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Appendix 10 Design H p ic Locati hysical Location 
• West side Vancouver (Nicola and Nelsen) 
uare foot lo   
 workspaces
n-dedicated s  
 lounge area o rnitur mee
 Shared kitchenette (areas to eat, have a coffee) 
for storag c r area or der
• Reception desk for administrative support and walk-in traff
g rooms (6-8 people each
nar/workshop
Workstation and m e
Meetings and even
id parking lots o son  
Parking arrangeme de with local ts f mber of passes 
that can be used on the street.  
o allow access to dedicated space 
members) 
 
Facilities and Improvements  
• Wall coverings and paint 
• Flooring and installation 
• Furniture and lighting fixtures 
 
Equipment Requirements  
• Computer equipment 
• Networking hardware 
• Printing hardware 
• Software licenses  
• Projectors/Screens  
• Security system  
• FOB/Keycard access system 
  
ouse Geogra h on and P
Requirements 
• 2000 sq cation on two floors
• 25 dedicated
• 15 no
 
hared spaces
• Open
•
(comfortable s fas, fu e, casual ting space) 
• Lockers e (dedicated lo ke storage un  desk) 
ic inquiries  
• 2 meetin ) 
• Semi  area 
• 
• 
eeting room r
t planning 
ntals  
• Pa n Davie and Rob
• nts can be ma  apartmen or a limited nu
• 24/7 access to work areas (Installation of FOB keys t
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Appendix 11 Proposed Layout and Floor plan for Design House Coworking space 
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Appendix 12 Design House Operational Highlights: Front stage Operations 
 
 
 
Appendix 13 Design House Operational Highlights: Backstage Operations 
 
  
• Customer Enters (use of FOB key if after hours and for $500 level)
• Checks personal belongings into locker/storage
• Sits down at dedicated workstation
• Logs into dedicated workstation
• Works for period of time
• Use kitchen and lounge area
• Signs out of workstation 
• Unlocks facility in morning
• Confirms scheduling for weekly events
• Check for new inquiries on space rental and monitor availability
• Communicate with existing tenants (account management)
• Communicate with speakers and event providers
• Maintain faciltilities 
• Lock facilities 
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Appendix 14 Design Focused Seminars, Workshops and Events 
NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION RATE LOCATION 
Type workshops + 
seminars 
international 
communication 
design conference 
$600/2 days 
(early bird $400/$500) 
international 
(Berlin, London, 
San Francisco) 
How 
Design 
Conference 
workshops + 
seminars 
4 different 
conferences (design, 
inhouse managers, 
creative freelancers, 
packaging design) at 
the same time 
$1595/5 days (all inclusive) 
$1295/single conference 
$545 for Creative Freelance 
Conference (2 days) 
Boston 
Pecha seminar slides presentations $15/night (Vancouver rate) international 
Kucha by local 
professionals 
Design 
Currency 
Vancouver 
(not sure if 
it’s still 
running 
annually) 
workshops + 
seminars 
communication 
design conference 
$653/3 days (members) 
$738/3 days (non-members) 
local 
Interlink 
Conference 
Vancouver 
workshops + 
seminars 
for web design & 
coding (1 day 
workshop, 1 day 
$195/workshop 
$300 for 1 day seminars 
local 
seminars) 
Alt Design 
Summit 
workshops + 
seminars 
for bloggers (design, 
art, interior design, 
lifestyle, etc.) 
$500/4 days (?) Salt Lake City 
SFU 
Summer 
Publishing 
Workshops 
workshops focus on book, 
magazine, & online 
publishing; topics 
range from editing, 
design, sales, to 
marketing, etc.) 
$225/1 day 
$600/3 days 
$2000/2 weeks 
local 
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NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION RATE LOCATION 
Blim (local 
store) 
ops 0/day worksh craft making $20-$11  
Type Camp  $2390/6 days (depending on workshops typography 
exploration  which country) 
international 
Boisbu
Summer
Workshops 
chet 
 
l 
 
design, ceramics, 
workshops experimenta
workshops in 
different fields 
(fashion, industrial 
design, interior 
design, graphic
etc.) 
$1300/6 days 
$1870/10 days 
$2135/13 days 
France 
VIVO 
Media Arts 
ocal 
workshops/seminars  
video, audio, 
$40/hour(for custom 
workshop, min. 2 hours) 
$260/9 hours (non-
members) 
$125/4 hours (non-
members; $100 for 
members) 
local 
Centre(l
business) 
topic range from
multimedia to 
programming 
members; $210 for 
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Appendix 15 Global Coworking Survey Participants  
al Survey Qu nswe
How do you feel about sharing a workspace with a co of people like you?   
• Would you be comfortable working with people in different fields from your own? 
• Do you see value in collaboration and networkin
  
When you think about your ideal workspace, what do you see? (features/location/hours) 
• How important is a dedicated workspace for you? (versus a shared space) 
• How much would you pay for that space? 
  
s a freelancer, how do you develop yourself professionally? (get new ideas) 
• Do you attend events/seminars/workshops? 
• How often? What’s the average you spend? 
 
I'd be happy to answer your questions; my friends (also designers) and I have always talked 
about renting a big space where we can get 6~7 of us together and share the work space. It's like 
a communal space we can have clients in, and actually "go to work" instead of get up, walk 6 
feet to the desk, and work. So I like your idea.  
 
1. How do you feel about sharing a workspace with a community of people like you? 
• I would enjoy work in a public workspace with a community of professionals; I 
personally hate working in Starbucks because there's a whole bunch of random people 
who're there for various reasons. But in a space where everyone's there to work would 
 
 
Appendix 16 Loc estions and A rs 
mmunity 
g? 
A
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create a productive environment, as long as each individual would still get privacy and 
protected from distraction.  
a. Would you be comfortable working with people in different fields from your own? 
• I think there's benefit working with other people in different fields from my own. I don't 
really care what their job is. They could have valuable insight to my client's company, 
or just a non-designer offering a fresh eye. They may even be in my target audience. 
Also, I think designers or artists when they get together, they create a very weird-and-
sometimes-self-indulgent dynamic, where they talk about design ONLY, so they egg 
each other on and become quite pretentious and silly. So diversity always offers better 
perspective.  
b. Do you see value in collaboration and networking? 
• Of course! Is this a trick question? Our industry is about collaboration and 
networking.  
2. When you think about your ideal workspace, what do you see? (features/location/hours) 
 work, I think being cramped in a 
ght to 
ir 
eeting 
 
's beneficial to 
s to come meet you, and you're close to your 
was at BCIT, 
s you have a password to get into the 
 and stay until 3... if I feel like it.  
get to a client's office to work there for 
k just the 
 rent for a 
n other 
• I think the space has to be big and open; for creative
tiny space is counter-productive. I think many creative people are actually 
claustrophobic. So, high ceiling for open thinking, big windows to let in natural li
e the workers and spread out thecheck colours. Each individual work spaces wher
stuff when they're working. Well-defined areas within the space: desks areas, m
area, kitchen, client meeting space, etc. I'm not picky about location, as long as 
 Commercial,there's  a coffee-shop, and lunch places. I'm not snobbish about Main or
things like that. But I do think itor I have to work in Gastown, or stupid 
have an easily accessible place for client
suppliers, printer, or public transit. Hours? As in access to the building? I personally 
f the building is open. When I like to set my own hours; so it'd be great i
the design lab was open 24 hours as long a
building. Sometimes I'd get there at 11pm,
a. How important is a dedicated workspace for you? (versus a shared space) 
• I would be okay with sharing a room with someone, but I'd like my own desk. Many 
designers are anal-attentive; Sometimes when I 
a short period, I'd spend 30 minutes to an hour on the first day setting my des
way I like it. So I think dedicated workspace is important; BUT if this it is to
short period, as long as I can go into an empty space where I don't have to clea
people's crap off the table, I would be fine.  
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b. How m
• Am I renting this hourly? Weekly? Monthly? And what kind of facilities would I get with 
• If I'm renting it hourly, I can probably do 12 bucks an hour, up to 65 a day for an 8 hour 
3. As a freelancer, how do you develop yourself professionally?  
• Well, I'm always taking regular classes, even if I'm NOT working towards a certificate. I 
and 
ly get more ideas from TV, friends, funny things I see. And then I go 
with these ideas, and then do some research on similar projects and learn from those.   
a. Do you attend events/seminars/workshops? 
se like I 
nes, 
b
lture-
s-on 
workshops. I suppose I can pay up to $100 a month on professional development 
, it 
would m
p
w
it'
is ing distance from our clients can be 
valuable, and if you happen to work with the people in your shared space, there would need to be 
uch would you pay for that space? 
this?  
day.  
• Weekly, I can probably afford to pay 180 to 225 a week; if I really need a space to work 
short term. 
• Monthly, I'm afraid I wouldn't go higher than my weekly rate, otherwise $200 per week 
for 4 weeks, I might as well pay $800 per month for my own office. So for a monthly 
rate, I would perhaps consider 300~350 monthly.   
buy magazines, I spend quite a bit of time online, I like to browse at Chapters 
Oscar. I actual
• Yes. Yes. Yes. I should say though these are not designer's seminars --- becau
mentioned earlier, when designers get together, sometimes they get a little self-
indulgent and talk about a lot of shit. So I don't really like those; But I will to go the 
ones where the topics are interesting, or relate to other areas in our society, so I get a 
better understanding of how design fits into our world. I learn more from these o
than a seminar about drupal, or Photoshop.  
. How often? What’s the average you spend? 
• I tend to go for the free events and seminars if I can; I get invited by friends, and people 
in my network. So if I'm not limited to design events, I will go to 2~3 "art-and-cu
related" events per month, these include talks, art shows, performances, hand
events-- besides, I can write those off taxes.  
1. Working in a place with people from related fields is always valuable - for us, for example
ake sense for us on a lot of levels to share an office with a bunch of photographers - 
otential clients, really.  I would think that the networking and collaboration opportunities that 
ould come from such a space could be very valuable for people in most creative fields.  Plus, 
s always inspiring to see what other creatives are doing, regardless of their field.  The flip side 
 that I think we've also found some that keeping work
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some respect established for this.  Sometimes it's just easier to work when people aren't 
potentially looking over your shoulder.   
2 itchen area is pretty huge, I think, and windows are nice.  Security is 
spaces with wood floors and the like. :) 
L
 
m
b ing a ways toward railtown ensures 
more parking options as well.  I do really like our current neighbourhood near Pender and Beatty. 
Hours - 24/7.  Full unfettered access is always important for pretty much all creative people, I'd 
I here 
y
p
in general the ability to have a quiet space when you need one.  Actually, having things open and 
was large enough so that 
again, you can at least have enough space separation to make a quiet call.   
I don' ould 
expect a n
c s 
a
 
3. Haven't really attended workshops or seminars at this point in my career, but I try to network 
ime, and always industry parties and 
such.  Professional development is something I need to look more into... 
H
 
Kev 
 
were similar/related (ie. photographers, designers, illustrators).   
 
. Features - a k
significant for a space I'd leave a computer sitting in, and camera gear and such. We all love big 
 
ocation - best areas are probably either:  
a) in the South False Creek area, between Main and Cambie, Broadway and 2nd.  There's just so
uch there - several studios, photographers, Flashpoint obviously, costume rentals, etc. 
) gastown / railtown - close enough to transit options, but go
 
think. 
 think that having your own workspace within a larger space is essential - your own place w
ou can have a desk, and leave your things.  I also think that some separation in the space is 
robably good - a door to close to make a business call, for example, can be really helpful, and 
airy is really nice and communal, but then it would be best if the space 
 
t think anybody could imagine a space in an office can be less than $250/month... I w
ice space could be closer to $400/month per individual for a desk, another 
onsideration is whether or not there's shooting/studio options, and a shared shooting studio plu
 desk would be higher, I would think. 
by showing up for CAPIC events from time to t
 
ope that helps! 
Hi George, 
Here are my responses: 
 
1. How do you feel about sharing a workspace with a community of people like you?  
I would love to share a workspace with a community of creative freelancers.   
a. Would you be comfortable working with people in different fields from your own?  
It would be fine if everyone worked in a slightly different field but I think it would be best if they 
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tive people and to hear about what they are doing.  It's 
lso nice to be able to pass around ideas, have others critique them or offer any advice for any 
space, what do you see? (features/location/hours)  
close to amenities (cafes, relevant stores like computer/office/photo stores) 
eaking in 
nice interior lighting 
(no walls, no cubicles) 
to 
. As a freelancer, how do you develop yourself professionally? (get new ideas)  
w, play an instrument, take photos, read books) 
. How often? What’s the average you spend? 
ra 
b. Do you see value in collaboration and networking? 
Yes!  It's inspiring to be around other crea
a
creative or business problems.   
 
2. When you think about your ideal work
- 
- secure, no need to worry about anyone br
- accessible 24 hours 
- close parking 
- close to transit 
- windows (a view would be awesome) 
- 
- high ceiling 
- open 
a. How important is a dedicated workspace for you? (versus a shared space)  
I don't mind sharing the entire space but it's very important to have a place to put my stuff and 
sit down and work (my own desk that I don't share). 
b. How much would you pay for that space? 
For a shared space… $300-$600 depending on the size. 
 
3
- look at other art (drawings, paintings, photos, 3D) in books, magazines, online, or in galleries  
- look back at old ideas (written down) and revise it 
- share ideas with other and see what they think or have to offer to it 
- try to do something creative often (dra
 
a. Do you attend events/seminars/workshops?  
I should... 
 
b
Nada 
 
~Laa
